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Editcsial

Editorial

Par 1

U3A in Australia is an adult education success stray. Since its introduction to Melbourne
in 1984-85 the movement has spread very rapidly to all States and Tenitories. By early
1991 mar than 70 independent UM groups were operating throughout Australia,
providing a diverse range of courses and activities for a membersIp estimated to be in
excess of 12 000.

The papers published in these confaence proceedings 'elect something of the vitality and
dynamism of the U3A movement throughout Australia and give a clear indication of why
the concept of pos;tive ageing is likely to grow in prominence in diverse fields which,
directly and indirectly, have an impact on the lives of older pawns. New directions in
political thinking (State and Feckral), education, health (physical and psycho-social), and
social services ate outlined in them, proceedings with the emphasis clearly being on the
'can do' aspects of later life.

It is the nature of many conferences that theme papers tend to deal with 'global' issues
which, ideally, should appeal to the interests of as many participants as possible. This
was clearly the intent of the organising committee. However, the committee was also
alert to the need fec the conference to address the 'bread and butter' issues confronted by
evay U3A Management Committee, namely:

how to advertise the U3A mune more widely and,
how to assist the volunteer tutors to better ptepare their courses.

Two workshops were presented during the conference which addlessed these topics.
The organising committee has included the text of these vay Factical workshops in these
proceedings in the belief that the infonnation may be of benefit to many groups and
individuals.

RS
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Introduction

Geoff Cawthome

Coamoidinator NSW State U3A Conference 1991

Early in 1990 at a Sydney Meeting of the Steering Committee of New South Wales U3As
it was suggested that a State Conference be held in October, 1990. This was to have
been the first U3A Conference to be held in New South Wales. Jim Selby, Social
Planner for Orange Council and a fomider member of Orange WA immediately offered

to take the proposal to a meeting of the local branch. The meeting decided that the idea
was feasible but, due to heavy commitments at that time ofyear and, in particular,
planned Sister-City visits and the National Field Days, it v. as coisidexed wiser to plan the
conkrence for Autumn, 1991. (This decision proved to be fortunate as renovations to
the proposed venue [the Bloixnfield Conference Centre] had been hampered by inclement
weather and a shortage of building materials.) A working committee of three was formed
and U3As Australia-wide contacted.

Arrangements for accommodation were made with the management of Bloomfield
Confluence Centre and the Depamnan of Health. Our special thanks to Mrs Andrea
Gtom and Mr Mark Skidmore for their invaluable assistance, which led to the flawless
operation of the Centre during the Conference.

Tun Selby bore the initial brunt of the ceganisation and it was not until I returned from
Europe in mid-November that we got down to the serious business of booking

accommodation, attending to special dietary needs, ananging transportation for our key-
speakers and, finally, finding more accommodation as the list of intetested participants
grew. Thanks to Orange Base Hospital this last problem was overcome.

We are indebted to our three major sponsors for their generous fmancial and material
suppon:

Orange City Council (in particular to our patron Mr Max Boss, Town Clerk);
The NSW Board of Adult Education; and
The NSW Government Insurance Office.
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Thanks to this backing, Orange U3A, with a teal membership of 80, was able to stage a

two-day conference with an average daily attendance of 120 visittors from all States

except South Australia.

Jim Selby made excellent choices when inviting key-note speakers;' the range of topics

covered and the obvious knowledge and ability of the speakers was apparent to all

present and is demonstrated by the =tents of these conference proceedings.

Unfortunately, Dr Tong Zhi-fu from the University of Beijing did txrt arrive in time to

deliver his paper on Aging ami Learning in China. (His paper is included in this

publication, and I hope it proves of interest).

One of the main aims of our conference was to bring together members of U3As from all

over Australia, to give these members a chance to compare notes, gain ideas and,

perhaps, =ate the basis for an Australia-wide network. Representatives from each State

and several branches of New South Wales U3As were given time to talk on their

organisaiims. A plenary session at the end of the conference led to a sharing of ideas

and the creation of contacts, and the several wcnkshops covered a very wide range of

topics. Our thanks to the workshop leadas and the many participants who contributed

ideas for the expansion of our Univasity of the Third Age. Newcastle U3A has

ptomised to hold tiv Second New South Wales U3A Conference in 1992, and Darwin is

amtemplating an International Conference in 1993 - out of little acorns mighty oaks

sonxtime grow.

I was privileged to take pan in the Conference, and befcte I conclude would like to pass

on my personal thanks to Dr. Rick Swindell of Griffith University without whose

generous assistance and inithtive this publication would not have been possible. I

siwerely hope that you enjoy reading the selection of papers in this booklet and that the

ideas contained within may be of some assistance to you an.

I look fcrward to seeing you all at many more conrerences at many and varied venues in

the future.
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Positive ageing: Developments in services for older persons in
New South Wales

Gillian McFee

Director, Office On Ageing

Premier's Department

State Office Block

Macquarie Street

Sydney 2000.

You are an audio= who, in many ways, represents a challenge to us all about the

importance in thinking differently and changing attitmles about ageing because you are

involved in a rapidly vowing movatient of older people who are involved in ongoing

education and learning, with age presenting no barriers.

I am not going to talk about the University of the Third Age ttxlity. I think thew are many

experts here today in the field of a hilt education, so I will leave that to them and do what

I know best. I want to talk about ome of the important strategic issues which face us, as

a community and a governnvnt, if we are to effectively manage an ageing population. In

doing this, I will be drawing heavily on a speech which we prepared for the Premier and

which was presented by him last Friday at the Fremia's Forum on Ageing, called

'Positive Ageing: Putting Health In Your Own Rands'.

It was only the other day that a feat= article advertised on the front page of a major

metropolitan newspaper included suggestions about how to 'slow down ageing' - as if it

was something to be avoided! To this, add the promises of a number of cosmetic

products which promote 'anti-ageing', and I think we begin to get a picture about the

prevailing community attitudes on getting older. They are rarely positive.

Sadly, growing older is quite often wrongly perceived by the community as a time of

decline and dependence - a time to be avoided or, as the feature article said, having its

onset 'slowed down'.

Some facts about growing older

Over 80% of people aged over sixty years are free from severe handicaps.

Only four per cent of older people over 65 years live in nursing homes.
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Learning differences ant not noticeable tuttil 70 years with appreciable differences

perhaps occurring after 90 years of age.

A ge and performance at work are not automatically related. Studies show that

performance at work is influenced by individual differences and the type of work.
Tlx key issue is that having access to training can overt-mix differences in

performance which appear to be age related.

These facts are in stark contrast to the myths and perceptions about growing older which,

unfotunately, can sometimes influence the way we do things.

Some myths and stereotypes about elder people

Older people are a single group; that is, 55 or 60 plus.

Older peopie can't learn - as they say 'you can't teach an old dog new tricks'.

Performance at work declines with age...and so on.

In prmoting 'positive ageing', what we are working towards is to influence the

community to think differently about growing older so that, in time, the way we relate to
older people and to our own ageing, will be more appropriate. There is a challenge in
this for all of us. For government, it is in working towards having 'healthy public
policy' - and I mean this in the broadtzt sense of the tem.

The challenge for Glaer people is in 'putting health in their own hands' by not embracing
negative romtnunity attitudes about ageing. It is important that older people ask 'why'
and 'why not' nue often than many tend to do at present.

So why is it important to change community attitudes about ageing? By early next
century one in every five Australians will be over the age of 60 years. This is not
necessarily a cause for concern, however, very rapid growth in the older age groups
that is people over 75 years - means that we need to suit now to think differently about
the way we do things. This is especially so in the areas of health, housing, community
care and employment.

Some facts on health

Older people use one third of hospital bed days.

Older people over 75 years account for almost one quarter of all hospitalcosts,
but only about eight per cent of medical seivice costs.
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Most of the conditions that cause chronic conditions which older people have -

like arthritis, incontinence, cardiovascular disease, osteoptrosis - are amenable to
prevention.

About six per cent of people over 65 years suffer from dementia. About 26% of

those over the age of 80 suffer from dementia. Tlz total numbers of people with

dementia are estimated to increase by almost 80% by early next century.

There is a major challenge in providing a greater range of flexible housing and care

optk)ns so that older people are appmpriately supported in the conmunity, in less

institutional and more dignified settings. This will improve the quality of life for older
people, as well as making better economic sense for governments in using more

expensive institutional and hospital services cost-effectively. Having appropriate and

affordable housing can enhance beuer health for older people. An ageing population

means that the configuration of our suburbs and housing arrangements is going to need
ongoing attention.

Some facts on housing

More than 90% of older people 60 years and over live in lumises and flats

dispersed throughout the community.

About 16% of these people live in medium density dwellings.

Ways of increasing the range of medium density housing options in the suburbs where
older people live, will provide them with better access to transport and minimise

problems associated with home and garden maintenance. Appropriately designed
housing will also minimise the extent to which older people have falls, leading to
fractures, which inevitably can lead to long and costly hospitalisation and rehabilitation.
For a minority, this may be some form of residential care, like hostels and retirement

villages, however, for the vast majority, it will mean more apixopriate housing, with
accessible transport and availability of flexible care packages if needed.

Over the last eighteen months, we have been reviewing policies and programs for older
people. A series of 'issues' papers has been released and the consultative committee on
ageing has conducted consultations in metropolitan and rural centres of N.S.W.
Four priority issues have emerged - transport, housing and community care, age
discrimination and education. The government has specific measures in place to address
these issues, however, the challenge of meeting the needs of an ageing population is quite
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significant. Some of the important structural and attitudinal changes which need to be
made will only happen over a period of years.

The agenda is a wkle one, for government and older people alike. To begin with, there

are major structural changes which are the responsibility of government. We must make
important changes to the way Commonwealth and State governments divide
responsibility for aged care. At present, because of duplication between governments, it
is often the case that consumer access to health and community care services is influenced
by which level of government has funding responsibility for the savice.

The reform of Commonwealth-St= relations, which coainznced at the premiers'
confaence held in Brisbane late last year, is important here. We are also looking at ways
to improve the way government departments plan and deliver services to older people.
This is particularly so in the areas of health care, housing and cannumity care, where it is
clear that a more co-ordinated and integrated approach is needed.

After the launch of senim citizens week, the Premier was quoted by some media as
supperting a sepanite ministry for older people. This is only one option, and the
government is looking at it. However, let me say that using age as a way of setting
boundaries for ministerial responsibility will not necessarily ensure that older people get a
better deal. The important issue is to make sure that whatever administrative boundaties
ate set, they match the needs of all target groups, including older people. Another
consideration is that when we put balm:lades around different functions of government,
be they health, housing, community care, or whatever, they are capable of achieving
results that are relevant in a chanfOng social, economic and demographic context. For
older people, it seems to me, these results are about enhancing their independence,
dignity and respect, so that ultimately, they retain control and responsibility for
themselves, and this is, after all, characteristic at other ages.

I want to look at each of the priority areas identified by the consultative committee, and
make sane comments about progress which has been made, and work which still needs
to be done

In transport
Generous concessions for pensioners and retired citizens on public transport valued
at $111 million.

The introduction of kneeling and 'ea' buses with special design features to
improve accessibility and safety for older people.

11
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Improvements to the taxi transport subsidy scheme, including 12 additional special
purposes tuis and separate booking facilities.

The provision of ramps or escalator access at 40 city rail stations and the
installation of ramps at four outer metropolitan stations.

The publication of a brochure by city rail, canal 'Easy access - a guide for elderly
and disabled travellers'.

Special city rail staff training programs w incluse awareness about the needs of
older people by transport operatca.

Reviews by the State Transit Authority of bus services in metropolitan Sydney
aryl Newcastle to improve routes and timetables.

Vastly improved train security. These initiatives include regular patrols by the
NSW police, the installation of passenger communication systems, and the
completion of lighting upgrading programs at 74 train stations.

In housing and community care
An ongoiag commitment to continuing real powth in the Home and Community
Care program.

In excess of 3.5 million hours of home care services are provided to 49,000
households across NSW. Over 70% of these are people aged 70 years and over,
and this level of service represents an eight per cent increase on last year.
The establishment ofa hostel and cam program in the Home Care Service of NSW to
provide more housing and care options.

State Environmental Planning Policy No.5 is being reviewed to assist Local
Councils in responding appropriately to the support services issues in housing for
older people.

A wider variety of housing options for older people is being encouraged through
publications on 'Town houses and villa houses' and 'House designs for small
allotments'.

In age discrimination
Compulsory retirement has been abolished in NSW effective for the public sector
from January 1991, for Local Government in 1992, and the private sector in 1993.
Age restrictions have been removed for appointments to boanis, statutory
authorities and directors of companies.

Proposals to use positive measures to address age discrimination in other areas,
including public awareness campaigns and labour market programs are cunently
being evaluated.

14.
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In education
Exemption from administration charges in TAPE pogrtuns for age pensioners.

The formation of a Board of Adult and Ccannzinity Education.

Page 9

By addressing these strategic issues we will all go one step closer to having an even

clearer understanding about the changes we all have to make in responding appropriately

to our own and each others' ageing. It is about me, as much as it is about you.

I hope that your proceedings over the next two days are productive, and may the

University of the Third Age movement sv from strength to strength because the work

you do is important and far reaching for all of us.

13
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WA in Australia: Who are we, what do we want,
what are the benefits?

Rick Swindell

Senior Lecturer

Division of Education

Griffith University

Nathan 4111

Introduction

Page 10

Very rapidly increasing numbers of older Australians currently are seeidng ao-tss to
organised, intellectually challengAng pursuits, despite the lack of any obvious conct.rted
initiative from governments and funding agencies. This 'grassroots level' activ;./ is
likely to continue for many yaws, which would appear to suggest that an important social
change is now in progress.

One obvious ex9lanation for this growth can be mod to the increasing numbers of older
people in our society. kecPnt statistics from the Australian Bureau of Statistics show that
older Australians now fomi the fastest gowing group in our society. In 1987, some
10.7% of our population were aged 65 yeas and older, and this percentage is exptcted to
increase to between 19% and 21% within the aext 40 yean. This growth is compounded
by the fact that people are also living longer. Thepopulation of the very old in our
sociery, those aged 80 and over, is expected to increase from 0.3 million in 1987 to 1.3
million in 2031 (ABS., 1988). Purely on the basis of these statistics, then, it is
reasonable to expect that deminds for increased educational oppmunities in later life will
continue to rise rapidly.

However, there is a more significant predictor of increasing involvement by older ;c4irners
than that of a growing. ageing population alone. A number of studies consistently reveal
that the single most powerftd predictor of future participation in adult education is the
amcent of earlia education teceived (Peterson, 1983). The bettereducated an individual
is, the more likely it is that heishe will seek subsequent learning opportunities. Since
successive aged cohorts are better educated than their predecessors it can be confidently
predicted that the numbers of older learners demandingaccess to increased learning
opportunities in later life, will increase each year.

14
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The phenomenon of rapidly increasing numbers ofpersons being attracted to (or

continuing with) learning in later life is not confined to Australia. Over the past two

decades demand has led to the develwment ofmany new programs and opportunities in

many countries specifically to meet the writs and mods of older learners. What are sfxne

of the factrus which might contribute to the perception that the seemingly unglamorous

leisure time activity cf non-vocationally otiented learning in later life is worth the effort?

Benefits of cognitive challene in later life

Rulings frmir recent research suggest that the growing interut by older persons in

intellectually chailenging pursuits could have considerable beneficial offshoots .:or the

whole of society. If this should prove to be the case the intriguing possibility exists that

education may have a significant role to play in the future mix of social services for the
aged.

In drawing on results from a number of studies carried out over the past ckcade Langer

(1989), a social psychologist at Harvard, has been moved to '...make the stmng claim
that the body begins to die as the mind ceases to deal with novelty (p.142). Indicative of

some of Langer's findinp are outcomes involving studies of elderly lesidents in a

nursing home. Fa. example, Langer et al (1984) found thatprogresdvely increasing the
cognitive demands made on subjects over three weeks zesulted in improvements in long
=I short-term memory. Two and a half years later it was found that 14% of the

challenged group had died or been discharged to hospital, compared with 53% of each of
the two comparison groups. Additional to the thought-provoking idea that cognitive
challenge can directly improve the health ofsome older persons are other findings that

educational activities in later life are associated with tangible benefits, whit% are linked to
quality of life ism= for the tecipients. For example, Rine (1971) found that participation
in adult basic education produced a 'eduction in anomie scores. Mize: (1975), and Estrin
(1986) found that older pawns who ate educationally active typically are mme satisfied
with their lives.

Gayfer (1985), in commenting on the potential that education has for directly addressing
the needs of the aged is highly critical of leisure-tinz 'frill' programs which fail to
recognise the realities faced by the aged in society. Some of the more significant of these
realities have been identified by Merriam ard Mullins (1981), whose study showed that
older adults rated six tasks of later adulthood, as being of immdiate importanm. These
wet= adjusting to decreasing physical strength and health; adjusting to retirement and
reduced income; adjusting to the death of one's spouse; establishing an explicit affiliation

15
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with one's age group; adopting and adapting social roles in a flexible war, and

establishing satisfactcey physkal living arrangements. The better equipped the aged

individual is to cope with these realities the less likely it is that he or she will become
reliant on expensive social services.

Given that education in later life has some very tangible benefits for the participants and,

as a consequence, fcr society as a whole, what does researcn have to say about the
capacity of older persons to keep on learning new things? As adults age, their ability to

store and recall items form short-term, or 'fluid' mummy decreases. Often, this tves

rise to the view, very frequently shared by older people themselves, that they ate 'losing
their minds' and, consequently, can derive no benefit from new laming sitlations. This
latter appears to be incorrect Most earlier leaming seems to be stored in long-term or
'crystalised' memory and, in the absence of pathological cceditions, it would appear that
no significant loss of intellectual functioning needs occur. This was clear:y demonstrated
by Hanvood's (1988) important twenty year kingitudinal study of intellectual change in a
row of Australians aged 60 to 98 yews, which revealed that tlw rate of decrement in
intelligance scores over 20 years was less than one percest per annum in all age groups.
At the end of the study, no one was under the age of 80 years old. This rate of decline
was consistently found throughout the 20 year study, and at all ages from 60 to 98.
Some individuals, including nonagenarians, did not decline at all, and these tended to be
people who had participated in the disciplined learning experiments. Other studies
provide additional substantial evidence to support the idea that ard persons are perfectly
capable of continuing with, and deriving benefit from lemning (Bakes & Schaie, 1982;
Failes, 1980; MacNeil & Teague, 1987; Markely & Cramer, 1983).

There ate benefits otlar than those associated with the improvement of, or maintenance of
good health, associated with education in later life. In addition to healtd and health-related
benefits, a recent New South Wales Office on Agein directions paper discusses three
other benefits attributable to education and leis= in later life (NSW Office on Ageing,
1990). These are benefits associated with

individual satisfaction and personal development,

passing on knowledge and skills to the community and,

enhanced prodtxtivity through retraining to reenter or remain in the
workforcl.

The latter point in particular is an example of how economic factors can result in a very
dramatic turnaround in government thinking. In supporting poposed legislation tearing

16



to the removal of age discrimination the directions paper notes '...tuat dr-re is a
ccentramity benefit to be gained frau encouraging these highly-mined older waters to
remain in the workforce if they so desire, and contribute to national productivity, tileir

own self esteem =I economic independence. The first recommendation arising from the
paper is that the Premier request the Minister for Educatian and Youth Affairs to
develcy a clearly articulated policy statement on the Foviskn of education services for
older people.' despite a tecent perception that education for older people only has
slogan status and will not be on the political agenda for the foreseeable future

(Glendenning & Banersby, 1990) it would appear tom the tenor of the entire directions

paper that this view is already dated. Since NSW is not sulmnantially different from the

test of Australia in its demographic or economic base it seems reasonable to speculate
that education fce older adults will soon be on the political agenda in all States.

One of the principal causes of governments awakening interest in the beneficial effects of
education and leisure programs on the olckr population, relates to concern over the
rapidly rising costs of social services. According to a recent EPAC paper (1988) the
growing cost of social services has the potential to generate social and political tensions
between aged Austnilian dependants and taxpayer& However, discontait with the
existing dependency model, which is the only option faced by many of the aged in our
society, is not confined to only those who fund the current system. It would appear that
many of the 'beneficiaries' themselves are less than happy with th., system. Day (1985)
canied out a series of in-depth interviews with 23 persons aged 75 years or older to
determine their perceptions of -old age. Person after person equated the drift into greater
dependency with age as a loss of control, and a major threat) their personal identity and
definition of self-worth. The anomaly here is that Australians seem to want to maintain
tiwir independence to the end but both they, and those responsible for their care (be they
family, friend or institution) commonly see tlx drift into greater dependency as
irreversible. Clearly, it would bean advantage to society as a whole if a viable alternative
to the exis4ng dependency model woe available; an alternative which not only decreased
the growing societal financial burden, but one which strived to maximise the dignity and
rights of older people.

The emerging evidence linking sound mind and sound body in old age would appear to
suggest the need for a serious rethink on how best to overcome the view that is so
rampant in society today, that old age is a defeated stage in life.

17
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Education for self-sufficiency

A growing philosophical thrust towards education for self-sufficiaicy is emerging from

litenurve in the field of educational gerontology. The philosophical underpinning of the

self-sufficiency model rests on the recognition of the aged as a continuing resource to
society.

If people can be helped to help themselves, they will be less dependent on he

government and other institutions, and therefore will be empowered not only to take
care of themselves but also to help others. ...if viewed frail the self-sufficiency

perspective, education may be we of the best mechanisms to meet the pressing needs
of older persons and to help solve major social problems (Timmermann, 1985).

In order ntpidly tv move towards the self-sufficiency ideal of education for older

adults, Tunmennann (1985) advocates diversion ci funds to Fograms which support the
self-sufficiency concept, and away from the traditkmal providers who tend to petpetuate
dependency patterns. Of the large tww program, which have evolved to mai* the
wants and needs of gmwing numbers et &ler learners, the University of the Third Age
(U3A) is arguably the most important

From its beginnings in France in 1973, the movement (or a close relative of the
movement) has spread rapidly tomany developed and developing countries. In 1985 the

movement began in Melbourne and, since that time, U3A has spread rapidly throughout
Australia. By mid 1990 there were some 70 independent campuses in all States and
Ternuxies providing for the learning needs of a manbaship estimated to be in excess of
12,000 older learners. Despite this quite spectacular growth, however, very little is

known about the charactaistics and aspirations of U3A participants in Australia. In fact,
for a movement which is regarded as an international swcess story in adult education, it
is surprising to find that very little has appeared in readily accessible literature about the

educational characteristics of U3A participants and the successes of various programs.

The paucity of participation data about older Icemen in specific adult education programs
is seen to be a =Or impediment to the growth of oppcounities for the aged (Peterson,
1985), as well as to the subsequent analysis of those programs which appear to have the
greatest potential for best meeting their educational wants and needs. The primary,
secondary, and tertiary fields of education regularly mount strong arguments, amply
supported by hard data, for their share ofresources. In contrast, there are considerable
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difficulties with obtaining accurate data about all types of adult education activities in

Australia. In commenting about these difficulties Devin (1981)was moved to state that

'many agerries do not have this kind of information and moreover, some positively

object to the idea of collecting it (p.87).

Substantial information about U3A and other successful programs involving cognitive

challenge for olckr kamers needs to be documental regularly, and dissaninated widely.
Such information will assist governments and other policy-making bodies to make

informed decisions about the importance of education and leisure activities for the rapidly

growing population of okler adults, and is likely to help change societal prejudices and

misconceptions (awn held by older persons themselves) regarding the abilities and

capabilities of older people. At the program level the existence (1 substantial participation

data would likely be welcomed by those who wish to lmow mere about thc characteristics

and aspirations of aged Australian learner% in order to better meet their evolving wants

and needs.

The remainder of this paper describes some of the characterigics and aspirations of a

sample of U3A members from 12 campuses from New South Wales, Queensland and

South Australia. The survey data were collected in in mid 1990 and the reports

distrftted to the 12 participating Management Committees in December 1990. A total of
1056 questionnaires were distributed, with the high response rate.of 771 (73%) useful

mums making any follow-up mailing unnecessary. It is reasonable to speculate from a

sample of this size that the mikjority of findings are garralisable to U3As throughout
Australia.

Who are we? What do we want?

The participating campuses were Forbes College for Seniors; U3A, The Third Age

Institute of Higha. Learning (Northern and Eastern Regions of Sydney); U3A - South
Australia (Adelaide Bnurh); U3A Shoalhaven Third Age of Learning Inc.; U3A Chifley
Clapter; WA Third Age of IA aming - Orange; UM Third Age of Learning, Wollongong
Inc.; U3A Endeavotir Campus; U3A Sunshine Coast; U3A Gold Coast; U3A Brisbane.

Some of the surveyed campuses had been in operation for newt/ four years, others were
in their first year of operation. Membership ranged from more than 1000 forsome of the
older campuses to fewer than 100 for newer campuses. To maximize participant

anonymity and to safeguard the ccofidentiak of membership records the gu ey
participants were selected by the various member-elected Management Committees. For
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larger campuses (those having catsiderably more than 100 ambers) the participants

were randomly chosen; for smaller campuses a ccovenience sample was chosen which, in

all cases, comprised more than 60 per cent of the nwmbeiship. The questionnaire

compised three parts, each intended to provide different information about Australian

U3A participants in 1990. Part A of the questionnaire contained quegions which, in

general, were likely to be of value to specific Managemem Committees. Part B addressed

wider adult education questions such as the educational background of participants, extent

of activity in leisure and lemming, and perceptions of health and financial security. These
issues are likely to be of specific value to adult educatice theorists who are interested in

develochtig a greater understanding of the persons who are attracted to education in later

life. Pan C comptised the 65 item University of Queensland Operation Retirement
(UQOR) instrument which was developed specifically to enable the

educational/recreational interests of the older person to be detamined alatwood and

Naylor, 1980). This instrument, which was prepared for, and standardised on elderly

populations, allows interests profiles in 13 different cater:cies (music, art, exercise etc.)
to be determined fekr older learners and may reveal areas not previously considered to be
of likely interest to a group. Such information is likely to be of greatest immediate benefit

to course planners at the individual progam level. However, it is possible that profiles
developed from an insmirnent of this kind might have longer term value by providing

'bench-marks' against which changeistability in membership interestsover time can be
compared. Bench-marks of this nature would likely be of value to course evaluators and,
perhaps, on a wider scale, to policy makers concerned with theeducational rights of the
olckr learner.

Age

The 'third age' refers to a stage in life when individuals ars no longer tied te, the

responsibilities of regular employment and/or raising a family. As a consequence of this
very open definition of age, whicir is not linked to a chrondogical concept of age, U3A
should be attractive to individuals froma broad range ri predominantly older persons.
As shown in Table I nearly 58% of members are between the ages of 60 and 69.

Table 1 shows an unexpectedly high 10% of U3A members corning from the age range of
75 and over, an age range which would not normally be expected to be so well
represented in an adult education program. Most of the surveyed campuses are close to
the 10% figure for the 75 and over group. However, one New South Wales campus had
23% of its members in this age group and would appear to have intentionally made the
movement attractive to the 'old-old. ne percentage of old-old people is increasing
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rapidly in Australia. Presently, 37% ofokler people are over 75 years of age, but by
2001 this figure reportedly will have !ben to almost 50% (Directions in Ageing in NSW,
1990). Apart from the fact that this group in society gets scant attention paid to its
educational wants, it is the old-old who are increasingly afflicted by age-related problems
owl who are most likely to benefit from some of the advantages attributed to education for
older persons

Table 1: Age distribution of all respondents (n=771)

Age

Under 50 2.2 (n=17)
50 - 54 4.5 (n=35)
55 - 59 8.9 (n=69)
60 - 64 28.0 (n=216)
65 - 69 29.8 (n=230)
70 - 74 16.5 (n=127)
75 - 79 7.3 (n=56)
80 and over 2.7 (n=21)

Gender

Ova the 12 surveyed campuses, females outnumber males by quite a considerable
margin. The survey average was approximately 5:1 with extremes ranging from a high of
10:1 for tme large South-East Queensland campus, to a low of approximately 3:1 for
tie= New South Wales campuses. For most campuses the ratio is considerably highn
than the propection reported by Radcliffe (1982) who notes a 'fairly typical' female to
male ratio of 70:30 in French U3As. The U3A ratio, generally, is much higher than that
found in the Austnilian oldu population where the ratio of ler ages to males does not
reach 2:1 until about age 75. Although no gencralizations can Ix made about the gender
of participants in programs for older learners (Peterson, 1983), comparisons with other
adult education data in Australia suurest that the gender ratio in several of the surveyed
campuses might be unusually high. Manion (1986) reponed that of 1,700 participants
aged 55 and older in a cluster of adult education programs in South Australia the female to
male ratio was 2:1.

Course and tutor effectiveness

U3A in Australia is almost entirely dependent on the good will of volunteers, including
member tutors who develop and offercourses in whoever 'day they see fit Courses are
often taught from free suburban halls or from the tutors' own homes (Swindell, 1988).
An obvious benefit of this do-it-yourselfapproach is that the movement is independent of
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the vagari= of external funding, or at input nom career adult educationalists whose

enthusiasm and 'know how' is largely responsible for the successful operation of some

adult education organizations. Two possible disadvantages of this approach are that

classes might be peiceived as lacking an 'educational atmcephere' and, frequently, U3A

tutors have had no fomal teaching experience. Are these perceived as disadvantages in

the eyes of the memben?

Participants' perceptions of L apropriateness of the U3A approach to education were

tested in two questions. In the first quegion, which asked participants to indicate their

prefexence for classroom structure, 14% preferred small infernal poups offered from
private haws, 19% preferred a traditional classroom atmosphere, and 67% felt that the
format doesn't really matter. These responses, which show that at least 81% of

participants are not concerned by the informality of the classroom settin& argue strongly
for a continuation of the delocalized cant:amity education mold and suggest an
unequivocal message to Management Committees and tutors. Courses should be run
frau plat= which are mutually convenient for both student and tutor, and membership
fon need not be increased specifically for the purpose of covering hiring costs of formal
educational settings if an alternative is available.

The second question gauged participants' general reactions to courses undertaken in
1990. Responses are summarized in Table 2

Table 2: Benefits from 1990 courses (n=639)

Paceived benefit

Quite a lot 80.2 (n=513)
Sane 16.3 (n=104)
Not much 3.1 (n=20)
Don't know 0.3 (n=2)

It is wath noting that a considerable number of written comments accompanying the data
in Table 2 indicated that participants would have liked an option such as 'Very

considenble benefit' to be included since they felt that 'Quite a lot' did not adequately

express their level of satisfaction with the course(s). With fewer than four per cent of
respondents failing to gain much from the cours.s the volunteer tutors and Management
Committees alike "...in feel satisfied that they are providing for members' educational
wants.
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A further indication that U3A in Australia is achieving its educational objectives is found
in Table 3. Since a majority of the 12 panicipating campuses had relatively recently been
fonned when the survey was undertaken, the data in Table 3 are from Adelaide, Brisbane

and Sunshine Coast campuses only, each of which had been in existence since 1986/87.

Table 3: Membership duration (three campuses)

Year Joined

1990 27.7 (n=86)
1989 24.8 (n=77)
1988 17.7 (n=55)
1987 29.9 (n=93)

Tabk 3 shows that nearly 30% of the participants had joined during the first year of
operation et the campuses and approximately 72% of participants had renewed their
membership at least once. Membership persistence is one of the best indicators of the
viability of an adult education 'don. The fact that a high percentage of U3A
members continues to pay the (albeit nominal) annual fee can be taken as a strong
indication that the way U3A is operating is perceived by members to be appopriate.

Course timetabling details

A number of questions surveyed issues which dealt with progam delivery and members'
involvement with, and perception of, machinery matters relating to their courses.
Participants indicated a very stmng preference for meeting once a week for two hours in
the =min& and that they were prepared to do the necasary preparatory study to meet
the course objective&

Educational Attainment

Cross (1979), in commenting on consistent findings from large panicipation studies
carried out predominantly in Nonh America, noted that level of educational attainment is
one of the best predictccs of both interest and participation in future learning activities.
Generally, these studies show that a high sclwol paduate is about twice as likely to
asitinue learning as an adult with an elementary school education, and a college graduate
is about twice as likely as a high schoc4 graduate to be a participant in adult learning
activities. The first Australian population-based study to provide data which might be
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compared with overseas studies was the NSSS study, reponed on by Evans (1988).

Evans reported that of those who have under:aim adult education courses:

2% have compkted primary school (or lizs)

28% have incmplete secorulary edwation

28% have completed secondary school

21% have trade qualifications

22% have a diploma or degree.

These figures could be compared with overseas fmdings in at least two different ways
according to the point of view of those who mightwish to argue the nexus between adult
education and frxmal education. On the one hand it may be argued that a majority (58%)
of course taken have only high school level education, or less. On the other hand it may
equally well be argued that a greater nudority (71%) have completed high school, or
better. Evans (1988) makes no comparisons, merely noting that most course takers have
only average levels of formal education, with rates of course taking being higher among
the highly educated, of whom there are not yet many.

Table 4 iistS the highest level of formal education attained by the U3A survey
respondents.

Table 4 Highest level of formal education attained by participants (n=758)

Qualification %

Higher degree 3.7 (n=28)
Degree 17.4 (n=132)
Umlergiuduate diploma 8.2 (n=62)
Business, technical or trade 19.7 (n=149)
Completed secondary 33.9 (n=257)
Less than 2 years secondaty 11.2 (n=85)
Primary 5.9 (n=28)

Forty-nine per cent of U3A participants have completed a post-sesondary qualification, a
figure not unlike the 43% found in the NSSS study. However, the NSSS study reports
data for a sample of all Australian adults, not principally older adults as was the case in
the U3A survey. Since each successive cohort is, generally, better educated on average
than preceding cohorts the U3A survey would appear to show that better educated
members are atuacted to the movement. Additionally, when considering the highest level
of formal education attained by older Australians it is important not to overlook societal
conditions which prevailed when the current gmup of older Austnlians was of high
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learning activity not offered by U3A, nearly 63% thought not Additional evidence that
U3A members tend to be 'doers' is found firm consideration of participants' leisure
activities outside the home. Only five per cent of participants had nc4 undertaken leisure
activities (e.g., social functions, visits to the theater, etc.) outside the home, in the 12
months prior to the survey.

Table 5: Last involvement in a non-U3A course involving
more than 10 hours instruction (u=764)

Previous Study %

Never 10.1 (n=77)
More than 10 years ago 18.6 (n=142)
6 - 10 years ago 9.7 (n=74)
1 - 5 years ago 32.1 (n=245)
Less than 12 months ago 13.9 (n=106)
Currently doing a non-U3A course 15.7 (n=120)

Principal reasons for joining U3A

Table 6 shows that the acquisition of new knowledge is by far the single most important
reason far joining U3A, a not unexpected itsult since the organization's major aim is the
pnwision of educational wpmtunities for thini-agers who wish to pursue learning for its
own sake.

Table 6: Reasons for joining U3A
(A = primary reason; B = secondary reason)

Reason A (%) B (%)

New knowledge 68.1 19.0
Mix whh stimulating pcx)ple 24.8 34.2
Quiosity 22.8 11.2
Personal satisfaction 19.6 41.9
Escape daily routine 14.7 9.7
Make rww friends 13.4 19.9

N.b. The percentages exceed 100% because many participants listed more than one
category as their first ant.: second choices.

The second most important responses (Column B) reveal an important social expectation
of U3A. The frequency ofresponses which are "person" oriented (to mix with
stimulating people, to make new friends) rather than "product" oriented indicates that
members rate social interaction as vay important in U3A. These results are in accord
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with Boshier and Riddell's (1978) fmdings which report that cognitive interest was rated
highest, followed closely by social contact films.

Management Ccmmittees of many of the independent Australian U3A campuses appear to

be intuitively aware of the impomtnce members place in socialising and have established

social subcommittees whose principal role is to ckvelop activities which will bring

matters together in a "getting-to-know-you" envircoment, suchas dwater evenings and
1.-cnic-in-the-park acdvities. These social activities are reportedly very popular with many
WA members.

Health

Betta perceived health has been linked to continuing edwation participation in later life
(Byaum, Cooper and Muff, 1978). Most older Australians minsider themselves to be in
good cr excellent health. A joint sunrey un testaLn in 1981 by the Australian Council on

the Ageing and tix Department of Community Health and Services (ACOTA & DCSH,
1985) found that M% of pewle aged 60 and over rated their own health as excellent,
47% rated it as good, 28% as fair and 5% as poor. Table 7 shows similar results
although, in general, U3A members consider themselves to be in better health. The
stereopoe of the frail senior citizen is not applicable to Australian U3A members.

Table 7: Members' Health (n=757)

Health

Excellent 24.8 (n=188)
Good 53.5 405)
Fair 20.2 k..=153)
Poor 1.5 (n=11)

Financial security

Overseas studies show financial sectrity to be another =relate with participation; olikr
adults without financial problems are more likely to participate in educational activities

(Leptak, 1987). The issue of personal finances is a sensitive one for older Australians
due, in part, to continuing uncertaintiu about the Federal Govenumnes position on
means testing of retired persons' eligibility for old :.sge and sickness benefits.
Oxisequently, it was decided not to anempt to put a dollar range on U3A members'
incomes for fear that such a question might discourage respondents from replying to the
entire survey. Instead, panicipants werv asked in general terms to indicate their
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perception of their financial situation comp:4nd with others in their age group. The

results art summarized in Table S.

Table 3: Members' finatwes compared with others
in a similar age group (n=748)

Finance %

Above Average 10.2 (n=76)
Average 75.8 (n=567)
Below Avenge 14.0 (nct105)

The U3A move=it in Australia has the potential to be attractive to a very broad spectrum

of older learners. There are no edueational prerequisites, courses can be offered from a

variety of venues at times whicia are convenient to the user, there are no course fees other

than those involved with cost recovery (for materials, hire dfacilides etc.) and the

nominal annual membetship fee, which ranges between $10 and $25 in the various

campuses, is unlikely to be a deterrent except, perhaps, for those on very low incomes.

However, the data in Table 8 suggest that U3A participants tend to be financially secure.

A further inatation that this may be the case can be i-ferred from one of the responses in

the questionnaire to a range of suggestions for possible extension activities. Nearly 30%

of participants expressed interest in WA developing two or three week long

cultural/educational visits tc; overseas countries. This option would be quite expensive

and would certainly exclude those who rely primarily on a government aged persons

pension.

Interests Profiles

The UQOR insuument allows profiles to be graphed for a number of educationileisure

categories by gender as well as age range (under 65 years of age, and 65 years and over).

Such profiles make it possible to ident* at a glance those activities which are likely to be

of greatest (or least) inttrest to the group of older learners whose interests are being

surveyed.

As an example of the type of information which was obtained from the survey, Figure 1

shows average profiles for females and males aged 65 and over for all survey

participants. As might be expected the individual campus profiles for the same age

grouping show variatices from these average rrofiles. The differences between male

and female educational/leisure preference:, are quite obvious in a number of categories.

Females re literature-related activities as being of greatest importance. Males rate study
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as being most important. Liteaature and art are important for both groups. Activities

involving hobbies are of some imprxtance for males but are quite unimportant for

females.

Ms Sp lit Art Hablix Ex a SN St Ga Pot PR
Merest Category

Figure 1: Differences in interegs amongst WA males and females aged 65 and older

Key: Mu = music, Sp = speech and drama, Lit = literature, Art = art, Hob = hobbies

Hor = hmticultine, Ex =. exercises, Cl= clerical, S/V = social/voluntary, St = study

Ga = gums, Pet = care for pets, RR = study of religion and politics

The 'average' Australian WA member

A thumbnail profile ri the avenge Australian U3A member in 1991 provides a convenient

way of summarizing a number of the principal findings of this study.

The average member is in her sixties, and 'she has an interest in activities related to

literature, sum:1y, art and speech and drama. Her formal education is above average for

her age group and, in the last few years, she has participated in organised courses

involving more than ten bows of instruction and in other leis= activities outside the

home. She joined U3A, principally to gain new knowledge, but personal satisfaction and

social interaction are also of considerable importance. She regards herself to be in good

health and considers her financial circumstances to be about the same as those for her age

group. The morning is the best dme fix her to attend classes, and these should be held

once a week for two hours. She values her courses, whether they are of a more

structured nature held in a fotmal classroom setting, or leas formally run from tutors'

homes or suburban halls, and she is prepared to do the necessary preliminary study to

meet course objective&
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Everything changes with ay. At any point in time, we stand looldng at how things

were, how they are or how they might be. We can see change from every perspective:

changes in our body, alterations in the environment, variations in the cult= that
surrounds us and differences in the people we know. Our own habits, plans, motives
and desires change with time.

People have always known that the ways we think, learn and remember change in subtle

ways as we get oldeL This paper looks at some ancient scholars' ideas on cognitive
change in advanced age. Then irreviews the work ofsome recent psychologists and
brain scientists who have attempted to understand this change. In all this, the aim is to
examine opinions on whetha- cognitive ch!trtge in advanced age is a loss, or whether it is
a ncwmal development To highlight this, we shall briefly look at how we might
distinguish llama' aging from change which results from brain disease in advanced age.

Aging throughout the ages

In his book The Psychology of Human Aging, Bromley (1974) provides a brief but rich
account of writings on cognitive change in aging from ancient Sumerians, Egyptians,
Greeks, Romans and several Islamic physician/philosophers. Most ancient thinkers
lamented lost mental abilities in advanced age. However, there was a great deal of
discussion about whether aging was a cause of intellectual decline (in a biological sense),

or wnether cognitive loss in aging was an effect of low levels of intellectual and physical
vitality ttfoughout life.

According to Bromley (1974), the earliest surviving medical papyrus on aging WU
written about 1600 BC and contains a prescription for transforming an old man into a
youth. Treatments' involved a mix of magical incantations, religious rites and the
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administratior of various drugs and remedies. Along with these attempts to forestall
degeneratim however, there was a recognition in Egyptian writings that status,
experience and wisdom were important positive aspects of living to advanced age.

In his Rhuorica, Aristotle drew many conpatisons between the aged and the young, and
generally paceived aging as the inevitable loss of all the things we value. However, he
did emphasise some subtle benefits of aging. While the young are able to enjoy planning
and exploration more than the old, a good mammy in advanced age brings with it a
perspective on life which cannot be enjoyed by the young.

Plato documented &clines in menwry and general intellectual acuity with aging, but did
not consider that these were inevitable. Rather, he thought that personality played an
important part. He argued that people who wee 'naturally well-adjusted and easy going'
will cope with aging, while those without this disposition will be maladjusted in later
years (Bromely, 1974). Plato also suggested that people who engage in inwilectual and
social activity througktut life will fare better than time who do not.

This thane was pursued by Mem several centuries later, who argued that decline in
aging can be resisted by physical exercise, a good diet and intellectual activity. The
Islamic physicians Avicenna (980-1037) and Maimonides (1136-1204) looked at
telationships between healthy aging and climate, fluid intake and exercise, stressed the
value of wine and medical care and warned of the dangets of sexual ova-iadulgence
(Bromley, 1974).

Our knowledge ci how earliercivilisations viewed aging is scant, particularly from AD
300 - 1200. No doubt we have lost most of tin writings. However, given human
conditions at the time, it is probably true that few individuals ever lived long enough to
expaience advanced age.

It took strong, bright minds to illuminate the gloom of the dark ages. As with all
branches of art and science, the 15th century brought fresh insights into the nature of
cognition in advanced age. While many writers emphasised that mental function declined
in later years, Leonardo Da Vinci was among a few who viewed memory in aging in a
positive way. Here are two relevant quotes.

Wrongly do men lament the flight of time, accusing it of being too swift, and not
perceiving that it is sufficient as it passes; but good memory, with which nature has
endowed us, causes everything long past to seem present.
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Acquire learning in youth to prevent the damage of old age; and if you understand

that old age has wisdom for its food, you will so conduct yourself in yzAith that

your old age will not lack sustenance.

(Leonardo da Vinci, Literary Works II.1176: cited in Hemnann and Chaffin, 1988)

Leonard% as well as the ancients, recognised that loss is inevitable as people get older.

However, they had ample anecdotes as well as personal insight to know that the extent of

this loss can be moderated by factm within the individual: by attitude to change and by

personal vitality, which includes both intellectual and physical activity across the life

span.

Recent perspectives on mental functioning in old age

Over the last few decades, scientific methods have been applied to increase our

understanding of old age. Numerous research studies have compared the performance of

healthy eldedy people with groups of yoimg xople on a wide variety of tests of

intellectual functioning. Many studies used ccriventional intelligence tests (see, e.g.

Savage et. al., 1973). A common observation is that the elderly perform more poorly

than tlz young, with the size of this difference increasing with advancing age,

This issue is examined in detail by Lazar Stankov (this volume). Briefly, it has been

found that not all types of intellectual function decline, even in the very elderly. It

appears that `crystallised' intelligence, which includes a person's vocabulary, reading

ability and ability to retrieve well-learned information frcen long term memory, remains

intact. In contrast, 'fluid' intelligence (which includes the ability to solve abatact non-

verbal problems, to complete novel tasks and to sustain attention for long periods) shows

significant impairment.

Despite this picture of loss of 'flat abilities, it shoal be born in mind that poorer

performance by the elderly in problem solving tasks may not always signify reduced

abilities. It may be that the elderly are simply less practiced than the young on such

tasks. This is likely, since a majority of studies have used young univasity studeats as

their comparison groups, and these students are very practiced at completing all sorts of

cognitive assessments.
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small changes in the efficiency of their memory, feelinp of mental fatigue and so on.

Absent-minded:um can become a real worry.

There are many very difficult questions here which people face on a day to day basis.

As we get older, how can we tell whether a temporary lapse of memay or our ability to

pay attention, to do sevaal things simultarwously or just to feel mentally alert, is an early

sign of a dementing disease? Which cognitive changes are normal arx1 which are not? Is

change in mental function in advanced age caused by irreversible changes in our brains?

Is Alzheimer's disease just exaggerated aging?

None of these question has definitive answers at the mon=nt, and the reseaith literature

in this field is too voluminous to siunnomise here. However, it is possible to offer two

generalisations which have prictical relevance.

First, we can look at a common 'profik' of cognitive loss in Alzheimer's dementia. If

we categorise the changes as mild, moderate and severe, we observe the following

pattern:

cognitive change in Alzheimer's disease

'Mild' dementia

* increased difficulty in completing complex tasks,

poor underitanding ci complex conversations,

difficulty in dividing anention,

poor learning of new information,

difficulties in word or name finding.

'Moderate' dementia

* inability to recall remote autobiographical memories,

cannot ciganise search of one's own memory,

difficulty completing everyday tasks,

poor mental calculations,

poor orientation to time and place.

'Severe' dementia

language and reading skills disintepate,

poor recognition of people and places,

loss of conscious control over bodily functions.

(see Reisberg et. al., 1985)
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Signs of moderate demaitia are obvious to relatives and friends, and it is usually at this

point di:4 a persm is refuted to medical advice and social services. Severe dementia, of

course, speaks fce- itself. Much xesearch ilas been focussed on understanding the

diagnostic significance of the symptoms of mild dementia, and hundreds of scientific

'articles have questioned whether time more subtle cognitive changes are due to brain

pathology (fw which tine are no effective untments), or due to potentially treatable

problems such as severe depiession, iestricted cerebial blood flow and heavy

prescription drug use, cc simply reflect nonnal changes h advanced age.

There clearly needs to be me research into undemanding cognitive change which is due

to poentially treatable problems in aging. However, it looks as though we cannot

reliably distinguish say, early Alzheimer's disease, from cerebro-vascular problems or

depression by looking only at thz types of cognitive changes that occur. Fortunately,

recent advances in brain imaging technology, including electro-eirephalography (EEG)

and Position EmissLin Tomography (PET), now make it possible to 'take pictures' of the

active brain and to identify whether particular brain disoiders are present or not. These

advances are reducing won in diagnosis considerably, and thereby improving clinical

treatment of a variety of cognitive disordas in advanced age.

What about changes during normal, healthy aging? Again, I doubt whether it is possible

to reliably distinguish between subtle changes in copition in normal aging and loss due

to early stages of dementia. It is probably true that for eveiy study of people with

Alzheimees disease which points out changes to this or that type of mental activity, there

is another study of the normal elderly which points to loss or change of the same mental

activities.

The essential point here is that cognitive psychology is not sufficiently precise as a

science to give practical help in 'diagnosing' the meaning or significance of changes in

the mental functioning of ourselves and friends and family. This leads to the first

generalisation alluded to earlier there is little point in being over-vigilant and anxious

about the subtle changes that occur. Unfortunately, with most brain diseases in aging,

only time can tell.

A second, and very interesting question, is whether dementing diseases are a natural

consequence of advanced age. Asked another way, if we live long enough, is cognitive

failure mar or less inevitable?
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Most ci us have anecdotes about people who lived into their late 90's and remained as

'sharp as a tack', and we can look to several famous philosophers rind artists who were

active in their tenth decade. However, these caws are not typical and we just do not

know what woukt have happened to the mental functions of most people who die before

reaching very advanced age.

111 There is a wealth cd research literature on this issue. Recently, Decker (1987), Drachman

(1989) and Khachaturian (1989) reviewed =dies of brain pathology (such as cell death

111 and changes in brain chemistry) in normal and 'pathological' aging. In general it seems

that many of the gloss changes that are found in brains of people who died with

Alzheinnes disease are also present in healthy elderly peccle. Certainly, many of the

well-known signs of brain pathology, such as tlw fcamation of 'senile' plaques, tangles

in nesve cells awl degeneration of cell structure, as well as diminished amounts of certain

chemicals, such as acetylcholine and nuradrenaline, are often found in the tains of

people who showed no signs of demc-tia prior to death. It is possible that many of these

non-demented people were in the early stages of a common disease.

However, there is some key evidence which suggests that Alzheimes disease is not part

of a natural progreuion in advanced age. It seems that, in Alzheimer's disease, the most

severe pathology occurs in the youngest patient& As well, it is the younger Alzheimer

patients who have the most severe ices of mental fimction. In sharp contrast, we find

that, in non-dairented people, the greatest loss Greens occurs in the oldest people

(Decker, 1987), and also that the greatest change in mental function occurs in the oldest

healthy people (Morris and Kopelman, 1986). Together, this evidence suggests that

dementia is a disease which is superimposed upon an otherwise normally aging nmous

system, and is not a natural progression.

This leads to a second generalisation which is of practical importance. Dementia in

advamed age is not to be expected as we live longer. While it may be the case that up to

20% of people do succumb to this disease, this means that the vast majority are unlikely

to suffer serious declines in mental function, no matter how long we live.

Successful aging and cognitive health.

On this brief trip through some diverse and colourful fields we have picked just a few

flowers. Cognitive change in aging has been a source of wonder throughout history. In

recent years, we have begun to describe both the gross and subtle changes which occur in

the presence and absence of age-related brain disaase. Brain scientists are now
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concentrating on changes that occur in mental effort with aging, and how these energy
notions might help explain alterations to the way we think, pay attention and remember.
While there ate many mon wads in our tesearch literature now, the primary ideas hark

back to the ancients, such as Plato and Cicero, who sPoke about mental vitality and
wondered about ways to preserve it.

Since most people do not suffer brain disease, amd given the fact that, in western societies
at least, people are living longer, healthier lives, it is becoming more and more important
to find answers to the ancient questions. I am confident that, in futurepapers in this

University ci the Third Age series, a great deal of attention will be paid to undastanding
factors which are important for successful aging. We are fonunate to live in a time when
medical science is facing physical diseases to retreat. The challenge now becomes one
of finding ways io preserve cognitive health in advanced years.

Some of the push fx greater intellectual involvement by elderly people comes from
individuals who are expressing mental energy they have always had. But of course,

none of us are brims in isolation. What I found with U3A was the beginnings ofa social
movement, which will ultimately become self-sustaining and develop its own vitality. A
bit like a community of free think= under an olive tree, which is where all good
universities begin.
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Introduction

This afiernoon I want to share with you some thoughts about why consultation with older
people is important, what role such consultation can play, and how the Consumer
Forums fee the Aged have developed as one component of the consultation process in the

area of Commonwealth aged care policy development. Finally I would like to explore
how we should be striving to make the consultation process work even bettet.

In 1989, the Commonwealth Depamnent of Community Services and Health articulated
its policies about the social justice aspects of all its program& These included that

consumen have the right to participate in the development of policy as well as in
decisions about actual outcomes of service delivery. These statements apply both to
services operated by the Department and those it funds.

1 . Why consultation?

When we speak of broad community consultation, it has to be recognised that "the
community" comprises many different groups, with many different viewpoints. Some of
these groups are better organised and mote articulate than others; they vary widely in the
resources they can call upon to get their views across. They also vary widely in the skills
they have. Essentially, these differences add up to differences in power, and there is a
recognised need to give some of the weaker voices more strength. The balancing of
voices that are to be heard is itself one of the main rationales for consultation.
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2 . Rationale for consultation and why it has become an increasing
feature of aged care

Four reasons can be given for developing consultation in the human services field.

Page 39

First, consultation enables a balance of interests. Individual consumers have often lacked

power vis-a-vis others with whom tIwy come into contact in receiving care. In the past,
relationships between providers and clients were often pateznalise ..;.; they offered services
for people. Mcge recently, individuals have come to take a more active Me in
detamining their service needs and providers have come to we& with individual

consumers. Without consultation, input into policy making is readily dominated by the
interests of pnwidess, professional groups, administrators and others who are not
recipients of services.

Second, consultation recognises consumer sovereignty, that individuals know theirown
needs and often know the kinds of help that would suit them best. The main function of
consultation here is to enable input to policy and service development by those who are
most affected by the outcomes - the users of services. This is not to say that every
individual knows the best w4 of getting that help; a mikjor limitation here is the lack of
knowledge about available vtions.

This leads directly to the third key role of consultation - that of education. Such
education is a zwo way process, for providers and bureaucrats tn learn about the needs a
actual and potential clients from tlw consumer perspective, and for consumers to learn
both about the service system and how to have an impact on policy within the funding
body.

Fourth, consultation is one means of pcoviding accountability. Accountability is
imponant as people have a tight to know about the services that are provided for them.
Consultation prwitks one avenue of getting this kind of information. Accountability
here is not just in financial terms, although this is important. In the bioader sense,
accountability means that someone must answer for outcomes of policies and programs to
the intended beneficiaries of those programs. These groups are entitled to be involved in
decisions about outcomes of programs operated on their behalf, and if these outcomes are
found wanting, the group should be able to voice their views about preferred results and
how they might be achieved. Consumers should be able to be involved in management
committees of their services as well as having opportunities to articulate their needs on an
individual basis.
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It is sipificant thatil all these exesuises in the last few years, the consultations involving

the greatest consumer input aroused the greatest response. The 1989 Ronalds report on
Residents Rights in Nursing Homes and Hostels met with vigorous debate at all

community consultatims and widely divergent views were expressed. The suength of
this response is perhaps the best evidence of the need for consultation, and that many
viewpoints would have otlurwise been denied expression. This report had a pivotal
impact in the development of a consumer focus in several key programs across the
Depanment

. The Consumer Forums for the Aged

4.1 Origins

Let me now rake a little time to outline the development of the Commonwealth Consumer
Forums for the Aged.

The origins of the Ccasurtur Forums for the Aged lie in the report on Residents Rights in
Nursing Manes and Hostels, better known as the Ronakls Report. That report found
that older people living in residential care, and those in the general community, had little

opportunity to comment on the impact of government psotiams on their lives.

Two consultative mechanisms were recommended, one informal and orw formal. The
informal mechanism was to be achieved by developingcapacity in the Department for on-
going consultation with individuals receiving service& The formal mechanism was
recomm:nded as a small network of older people who could meet regularly to provide
advice and assistance to government, and feedback to the community. It was
recommended that the people in this network be selected on the basis of their
representational capacity and not because they were members of any particular
organisation.

4.2 Exablisiunent

The Consumer Forums for the Aged were established by the Minister, Mr Peter Staples,
in late 1989. The Minister has stressed two significant features of the Fornms. First,
they are the first konnal mechanism that has been created at Commonwealth level to give
older people a voice in the policy making process. While the involvement of olda people
has been growing in recent years, it has been intermittent and consumer ?pups have
lacked the organised channels of access that have been available to provider groups. The
Forums go some way to balancing the input fir= the groups that have dominated to date.
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.Slm sewed on one regional committee on housing ci the aged atx1 on another

regional body involved in planning health care services for the elderly.

.She has also served on a State ministerial adviscxy committee on women's

honing needs.
.She is able to manage all of this in addition to acting as a group leader for an

older persons' fitness program.

Mr W is 69. He

Is only recently retired

maintains an active interest in union activities, following on from his

development of a cooperative firm in his working life

is a carer, looking after his wife who had Alzheimer's Disease.

These profiles may seem like canposites, but I can assure you they are real, multi-faceted

people.

The National Famm comprises the chairpersons of the State Forums and a number of

individuals ftom key consumer organisations. The Chair of the National Forum is Sir

William Keys, who took a leading role in the early consultations on usa rights.

4.4 Functions

The Minister set out the Charter under which the Forums operate. It has four clauses.

They are to:

advise on matters of concern to older people which are in the Minister's portfolio

areas of responsibility

advise on the effectiveness of present programs

advise on additional strategies which may be required, and

report to the Minister on views of older people, and report back from the Minister

to the members' netwecks.

"The Forums report directly to the Minister, and he communicates directly with them. The

role of the Office for the Aged is to bring infatuation from the Forums into the policy

development process in the Department The Faums give okkr people a regular and

recognised channel for this input instead of having tip rely on the somewhat ad hoc

opportimities that arose in the past.

Secetariate officers in each State support the Forums; their roles being to service the

Forum meetinp and pmvide information in response to members' requests. The

provision of these mantes is most important if the Forums are to function effectively,
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but we recognise that the most valuable resource is the time that the members themselves
put into the FCCUMS.

Consultation through the Forums is a two way process. At times, matters will be

refened to them frau the Minister. An example of this is the reference to the Forums of

the residential care user rights initiatives. Most of the time, howevw, the Forums will

raise their own issuis. Given the very wide range of issues they could examine, the

Forums have taken several steps to define a manageable agenda.

The second round of forum meetings, in early 1990, took the form of search

conferences. Allan Davies from the University of New Enriand acted as facilitator. The
aim of these search conferences was to identify pricxides for the Fcrums to wait on. Of
the priorities identified in each State, there were a number in common:

consumer rights, consuhation and representation

support for carers

issues concerning home and community care

the disribution of =vices in rund and remote areas

accommodation issues.

The search conferences also canvassed theways in which the Forums could work on
their priorities. A ntunber of Working Groups have been developed in each Forum, and
these meet between the quarterly meetings and present progress mats to those
meetings.

One of the key issues dealt with by the Forum last year was the Industries Commission

repon covering the National Acoustic Laboratories (NAL). Almost all Forums responded
very strongly to the Minister against the recommendati In to disband the NAL in its
present form. This advice, together with similar comment from other sources,
contributed to the Govermnent's decision not to accept the Indusuy Commission's

recommendation but to retain the NAL in a mac effective form

In 1991, the Forums have been set several tasks by the Minister.

Firstly, to be centrally involved in the series of consultations on the Mid Term Review of
Commonwealth Aged Care Strategies. Three munds of consultations are being held
throughout Australia on the discussion papets produced for that Review. The State
Consumer Forums are the central organising focus for these consultations.
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Secondly, to provide comments on the in3plementatior f the recommendations from the

report of the House of Representatives Committee on Community Affairs inquiry into the

community involvement of older people. This report entitled "Is Retirement Wating?",

raises scum key issues about the status of older people in the community.

Thirdly, the Forums wat asked to give consideration to the development of an

information strategy kr aged can services. Forum members have had first hand

experience of the usefulness or inadequacy of information provided on a range of

services and government policies. It is this experience which the Minister is keen to draw
upon in developing more effective ways of providing information.

In all of these issues, the Forums have vay ready contact with a large number of older
people. If each member belongs to just one organisation which has 100 members, and

there are 12 membas in each of 8 Forums, this netwca extends to some 10, (XV people

across the country. Many of the organisations, such as the Combined Pensioners

League, the CWA and the RSL are much larger. The Forum members can both draw on
the views of the pcxvle in the groups to which they belong, and convey infcemation to
them through their newsletters and other channels. Again, this extensive network means
that members do not just being the views of a single ccganisadon to the Forums.

5. Other forms of community consultation

While the Consumer Fawns for the Aged are relatively new in the aged care field, they

are not unique. A number of other consumer consultative bodies have been established in
recent years, =I they each operate in slightly different ways in their own context.

At the Fedaal levet the Disability Advisory Council of Austmlia (DACA) grew out of the
initiative of the International Year of Disabled Persons. It has proved very effective in
providing advice to the Commonwealth Minister for Community Services and Health, Mr
Howe, on disability related matters.

Liaison between DACA and the Consumer Forums for the Aged is achieved by having a
person with close ties to DACA on the National Consumer Forum. Having this cross
linkage can be counted as one of the fust achievements of the Forums as it arose from

concerns expressed at the first Forum meeting about the situation of ageing people with
adult disabled children.
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Another consultative body to the Commotwea lth is the Consumers' Health Fonun

(CHF), set up in 1987. The CHF has representatives on a number of ckpartmental

committees, including research committets of the National Health and Medical Research

Council.
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More generally, it is of interest to note that tic National Consumer Affairs Advisory

Council - resporsible to the Minister for Consumer Affairs - recently turned its attention

to issues of older consumers. The Cornell conducted a national public fa= at which a
range of issues d concern to older consumers, imluding lifestyle and accommodation

opt4ons, were discussa.

State Governments have also set up a range of consultative and advisory groups on older

people. Most of these include a mix of professionals, providers and administrators

together with consumers. These committees are supported by the State equivalents of the

Commonwealth Office for the Aged, such as the NSW Office ea Ageing, the Victorian

Older Persons Planning Office and tlx Office of the Commissioner of Ageing in SA.

Consumer reptesentation has even come about in the vexed area of Commonwealth/State

relationships. Consumer groups ate represented on HACC Advisory Committees which

provide advice on planning and service development issues.

There are other forms of consultation operating in the community rather than at

government level. Residential care facilities are amblishing Residents Committees, and

other agencies axe including consumers on their committees of management.

. Making community consultation work

How can we make consultation work?

Community consultation may readily be seen as tokenism. It can be, unless steps are

taken to make it work for specific purpose& The following comments on more effective

consultation are drawn from discussions in the Consumer Forums for the Aged. They

relate both to the functioning of the Forums themselves and to consultations that the

Fonuns are censidering to inform the wider aged community about their role and to

gather information for their wotking woups.
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At least three purposes of consultation have been identified for the Consumer Forums for

the Aged. These purposes are also relevant to many other consultative processes. They

are:

networking, which aims to bring older people together to identify their common

interests and piovide a basis for community organisation and development.

Networking, as the means of gathering information and providing feedback, underlies the

other two purposes;

infamation gathering, to obtain tk views cl old= pecyle to guide policy

development. The charter of the Forums stresses the information gathering role

as a part of providing advice on government prognims.

education, to impart information to older people on policy and programs.

Once the purpose of any consultation is defined, a number of strategies can be adopted,

sane of which are more relevant to scxne purposes than others. Matching the appropriate

strategy with the purpose goes a long way to ensuring successful consultation.

Firstly, where does dz consultation come in the policy process - at the beginning,

to define dm issues, in the middle, to explore them and make recommendations,

or at the end, to review policy proposals? If participants are not informed of the

place of the consultation in the policy process, they are likely to be disappointed.

Early consultations may be frustrating because nothing appears to be resolved,

while late consultations may be taken as presenting fait accotnplis. The Consumer

Forums are still in the middle of struggling with this issue.

Should the emulation be one-off vs ongoing - h it concerned with a single

topic, and a short-lived we which must be resolved in a set time table, or is it a

continuing issue or set of issues? The Minister opted for the ongoing option for

the Forums; other specific issues - such as the Aged Care Review - have called

for one-off consultations.

Which format is most appropriate - small group woikshops or large meetings?

The famer are essential for information gathering, the latter may be suitable for

imparting information and education.

The povision of background information is essential to ensure that participants

have some common ground and that the issues for consideration are known. At

the same time, consumers ate rightly suspicious of :icing snowed by mountains of

documents, as has been borne out by many of the comments from members of the
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Consumer Forums. It is important to get the balance tight if we are to provide

information effectively.

The consultation process itself must be structured, in time and in the roles taken

by different people - a s group leaders, as rapporteurs and so on. Leaden or

facilitatms need special skills in ensuring that all participants have a say and that

discussion progresses, rather than going round in circles or getting bogged down

in side issues.

If there are differing viewpoints on specific issue consultations, should they be

held with each group, or should the groups be brought together? NI= than one

mumd of consuftation may be required in this case. One of the reasons for bringing

groups together is that they come to hear and hopefully undentand, if not accept, the

viewpoints of others. One ci the real successes of consultation has been that

differences between groups are often not nearly as great as appears, and the common

ground often far outweighs the differences.

Arrangements have to be made kr reporting and feedback. Technology has

fortunately moved us beyond the butchktp,' paper to the photocopying white

board.

7 . Conclusion

Consultation with consumers may at times seem tlyeatening. Why are bureaucrats like

me nervous at the prospect of hearing about the impact of what we are doing fix= those

who are at the receiving end? Such apprehension is not a reason to withdraw from the

process. It is a reason to be mom upfront about the need .or consumer input into

decisions which affect their lives. Seeking consumer responses is after all the basis of

developing successful products, be they consumer goods or personal services.

Consultation with consumen does not mean tl*irs is the only voice, nor that it will

always prevail. But of all the voices that can make a claim to be heard, the most

legitimate is that of the consumers who are most directly affected by the actions of policy

makers and providers. Consultation simply means giving the consumer voice the

opportunity to be heard. Hearing what consumers have to say is surely the starting palm

for government, providers and consumers to provide the best policies and services

possible.
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NSW Council on tlx Ageing (COTA) is a Peak State Council of a diverse range of

community groups, organisations and individuals remsenting older people in NSW. It

is independent and apolitical.

History

In 1956 the Older Peoples' Welfare Council of NSW was launched and it was not until

1969 that the name was changed to the NSW Council on the Ageing. Initially the aims of

the Council were:

to ensure better standards of accommodation and provision of services to assist

older people to live at home

to establish closer contact le,tween the three levels of governments, church and

voluntary agencie4 in providing senices for older people.

In its first year the Council conducted a survey of local government areas which resulted

in the establishment of 20 Clubs for Elderly Citizens in the Sydney Metropolitan area.

These subsequently evolved ino the existing Senia. atizens Clubs and Centres.

Council, in 1958, organised the first 'Old Peoples Week', which later developed into

NSW Senior Citizens Week_

COTA goals

COTA's principal goal is to promote and assist the well-being, rights and interests of all

older people in New South Wales, irrespective of their socio-economic, ethnic or

religious background, in order to maximise the individual's involvement in, and

contribution to society.
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A number of beliefs underpin the operations of the CounciL These are:

Page 50

that older people have the tight to independence and personal security (physical,

mental and financial);

that older people have the right to live with dignity and die with dignity;

that older people have the right to equitable access to services appropriate to their

needs and wishes (tncluding home support, housing, health, transport and other
=vice needs1;

that older people have the right to comprehensive information and advice about
available services, on which they can base informed choices;

that physical, cultural and financial disadvantages must be eliminated; and

that older people have the right op live in a society which is free from

discriminatoty attitudes and behaviour based on negative social attitudes to

ageing-

NSW COTA identifies and responds to the needs of older people and initiates new

programs. Examples of the latter include Meals on Wheels, Volunteer Centre of NSW,

Carers' Associatim, Voice of the Elderly, and Resident Funded Housing Association, all
of which are now independent organisations.

In addition, NSW COTA acts as an advocate and lobbyist few older people to government

and non-government sectors, as well as monitoring available services and resources for
older people, identifying pricsities, and endeavouring to effect change as appropriate. It
also conducts research into current issues relating to the needs of older people as a further
information base for policy development. Policies covering issues of age discrimination,

aged accommodation, accessible transport, older people from non-English speaking

backgrounds. and so forth, are used extensively as resource material by service
providers, students and libraries.
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NSW Council on the Ageing

The Cornell's strategy is to:
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inform the community about available services for older people e.y

accommodation, employment, financial matters, health, welfare transport, leisure

and leaning;

develop and promote new models in =vice activity areas in response to identified

gaps in programs; and

educate the community in order to change

a) social attitudes to ageing and

b) structarral barriers which limit older people's participation as equal

and valued members of society.

It is also essential for older people to acknowledge the contribution they are able to make

to the community. The many skills and talents developed by them can be used in a

variety of ways by helping voluntary organisations and community groups who rely very

much on assistance of volunteer& As well as woviding a valuable service, these types of

activity enable the older person to meet people, establish tic interests and friendships,

and thereby minimise the risk of loneliness and isolation.

Them are many other activities available to older people - creative interests new and old,

hobbies, continuing education, sport, and fitness classes - to name just a few examples.

in addition, by becoming involved in major issues, such as consumerism, finance and

income, the rights of disadvantaged people, politics, conservaion, quality of life and

many others, an older individuals own health and well-being will be maintained.

By way a acknowledging the conuibution of older people's service to society, COTA

each year conducts the NSW Senior Citizen of the Year Quest. This activity recognises

the achievements and personal qualities of the contestants and focuses the community's

anention to the huge resource pool available in our population of older people.

The challenge to all older people is for them to take an interest and become involved.

They must not allow boredom and loneliness to overcome them. Growing old is not a

time a life to fear; it is a time when the opportunities for older people to pursue new

interests and activities abound; it is a tinv which can be both eAciting and fulfilling.
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Healthprint: A natural history of health for older people

Deborah Saltman

Senior Lacturer

School of Community Medicine

University of New South Wales

PO Box 1

Kensington 2033

Introduction

Over 90% of the health care of older people is conducteo in general practice.

Traditionally this role of caring for older people in genaul practice has been seen as a
burden (Figure 1* ), particularly since one of the roles of modem medicine is to enable

older people to live longer. As they live longer, less and less of their diseases are cured
and more and more of their diseases are anyliczated. It is no wonder that chronic illness
has been the focus of much primary care over the last decade.

When we look at the care of older patients in hospitals, olderpatients are also seen as a
deathly burden - with some justification, as most admissions of older.patients occur in the
last two years of their lives. Surgical intervention usually occurs at this late stage.

Operations on the musculoskeletal system are quite prevalent (Figure 2). This is a
graph of hospital admissions for musculoskeletal surgery in New South Wales hospitals
in the year 1986. The number of admissions is in the vertical axis and the age range of
the patients is in the horizontal axis. The unbroken line is for males and the broken line is
for females. As we can see there are a lot of admissions in the older age groups above 60

years of age. For women, this probably reflects the ety.1 results of osteoporosis and
problems with balance - hip replacements, wrist fractures and so on.

Similarly, admission for surgeiy on the skin and conditions related to skin, increase with

age and are CauSes of increased admissions for both men and women. (Figure 3). In
Australia, the sun is a numbe- one cause of skin admissions to hospitals.

Cardiovascular surgery is increasing these days, particularly for men in their older years.
(Figure 4). This is mainly for coronary artery grafting. There are fewer admissions for

See pages 55-57 for all figures
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women, which Fobably reflects the protective effect oestrogen has on coronary arteries.

In the United States, I am sure this differentia between men and women reflects a

differing capacity to pay for what is very expensive surgery. With an increased emphasis

on prevention of heart disease I hope the rate of this surgery can be decreased.

Problems with the digestive system are also an increasing concern. It seems that men

suffer much rim than women and require more admissions. Maybe this is linked to all

that stress and those ulcers. As you can see for men, it really increases in the last few

years of their lives. Perhaps, this could be because they have not got their wives around

any more to look after them and the cooking goes downhill. (Figure 5).

To a lesser extent conditions of the urinary tract especially, or should I say only for men,

the prostate gland, cause problems during later life. Talking about surgay of the genito-

urinary tract, of course, there are so= conditions that decrease with agt and you will be

happy to know that not many men go into hospital to have circumcisions done in their

mature rats.

Reorientating the Vision

The hospital scene paints a pretty bleak picture of growing old. I suppose that is what

this conference is about today, repainting the picture and drawing a new picture of older

age. As Maggie Kuhn, the founder of Greypower in the United States might call it 'the

coalition of aging'. The Kuhn view on aging is about being able to test new life styles

and new stmcnues without fear, being able to call on wisdom and, of course, being able

to outlive your opposition.

The medical profession has long been trapped in the process of curing disease. We used

to be pretty good at it. I think it was mainly due to antibiotics. Now we are having more

trouble curing and, really, what we are mainly doing is prolonging life with illness.

Many studies have shown that staying healthy not only effects the way you feel about

yourself but also has an impact on your illness gams. We all know certain things we do

every day make us feel good. Feeling good makes us feel healthy and stay healthy too.

Every person has different things that make them feel good. (Figure b).

The focus of my doctoral thesis was to fmd out what sort of things make older people

feel healthy and how we (by we I mean medical practitioners) help older patients stay

healthy. I interviewed a group of older people in Sydney who were attending what I
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would call a University of 'Third Age. It was called the ALERT Centre and it stood for

Adult Learning Education Recreatial and Training. The ALERT attendees who war all

older people, some with severe disabilities and handicaps told me what they thought were

the things that make them feel healthy and stay healthy.

Finding Health

Activities were very important catainly. With ow' hot summers, swimming has been an

excellent activity for older people. (Figure 7). Other outdoor activities include walking

and gardening. Indoor activities are also very important for maintaining health: balanced

diet, knitting, showering, doing the housework, listening to music, oansuming alcohol,

watching television and reading.

All ci you hat today know the importance of having a range of interests to keep you

healthy but both activities and interests are things we do with the outside world. The

contacts which we make in the outside world are particularly special. (Figure 8). Our

families, our grandchildren, our pets, young friends and volunteer workers are all

important. (Figure 9). It is also important dm way we talk with our contacts so the

methods of communication are vesy important as we grow older. (Figure 10). Not only

talking to neighbours over the back fence but also talldng at functions like this and raising

the profile of older people.

Finally, my friends at the ALERT Centre told me two things, I must admit I hadn't'

realised. The first was a comment about the negative way the world views older people

and the difficulties older people have in shaking this view. liKlepende.xe is a vesy

important feature of staying healthy. Independence may not mean physical independence

but may mean the independence of spirit that we have that keeps us alive from day to day.

In some way it related to the way the outside world cho nes to view us. (Figure 11). In

other ways, it is the way we view ourselves and the way we feel inside about our state of

mind. (Rgure 12). By focussing on our own health and developing strategies to

improve our health and identifying what OUT health la, we can take thew strategies to our

general practitioner. In this way, the general practitioners can share the load with us of

illness and develop the role of health.

We can both celebrate the universal coalition of aging. Mark Twain once said that age is

an issue of mind over matter. If you don't mind, it doesn't matter. I would add just one

thing to that statement: ...but your mind always matters. (Figure 13). Stay healthy.
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Old dogs can learn new tricks

Ray Morland

56 Kirkland Road

Charlestown 2290

You cannot teach a man anything, you can only help him discover it within

hin3self. - Galileo.

Freud said that man was irrationally bent on his own self destruction. And looking at

Western Society it would seem that Freud was correct. We could give some

consickration to some of these destructive activities Western Society is engaged in -

alcohol and drug abuse, smoldng, fast food, fast cars - to name a few, and that is not to

mention the squandering of our resources.

One of the most valuable resources we have is the wisdom, the experience, the

knowledge and the mistakes of our senior citizens. But western society does not value its

senior citizens. Mr= important is the fact that, often, they do not value themselves. Too

often I have heard the statements 'I'm over the *I car, ..emember things like I use

to"rm too old to learn'.

Psychologists talk about the self fulfilling prophecy. If you say you can't, then you

cant The definition of the self fulfilling prophesy is a preconceived expectation or belief

about a situatim that evokes behaviour resulting in a situation consistent with the

preconception.

Preconceptions about the behaviour of others may serve as a focus for relationships to

mould reality out of the preconception. This is often seen in the classroom when one

teacher does not get on with one or two of the children but very well with others. When

transfening the class to another teacher they pass on their impression - 'Watch little Billy

and John they are real trouble makers, you will have no problems with Roy and David

they are very Wight'. With the attitude almady established, the new teacher soon finds

that Billy and John are trouble makers while Roy and David are bright little angels.

Examples of the self fulfilling prophesy can be seen in the histrey of this country - the

peat depression of the 1930's developed from the irratimal behaviour of the investors.

The rumour went around that the banks were Woke and could not pay up so everyone
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rushed to withdraw their money, and as the banks did not have the ready cash to pay out
to everyone, the rumour became reality.

The computer people tell us if we put garbage into the computer we 'All get garbage out.
((3I00). The human brain is the wreld's most sophisticated computer and the garbage
parents put into it such as 'yea are a stupid, foolish, idiot'. Instead, if we put genius in
we will get genius out 'Super, Fantastic, Intelligent'.

We axe more intelligent than we think. We have the capacity to achieve but,

unfectunately, because of that early conditioning we don't have the confidence. So what
is intelligence? It is a brave man who will attempt to defme this. I will not but I have
found this definition that will suit our purposes.

Intelligence: "The general mental ability to think rationally, use memory and the
knowledge to adapt to new situations'.

You have all heard about IQ tests. An IQ test measures only the base level, it does not
measure the top level. Oliver, of Birmingham University, in 1950, tested a number of
children who could be described as developmentally delayed. The test tesults showed the
kids had 1Q's ranging from 70 to 85. Then he put them through a programme of physical
educational skills that helped enhance their self ccmcept: There is nothing like success
and the kids experienced success during the programme. Oliver then re tested the kids
and found that the test results showed gains of 10 to 20 points.

John Drinkwater of Oregon University, in 1962 duplicated Oliver's work with similar
results.

These results show bow careful we must be when we start interpreting IQ tests results.
Too many kids in the past have been damned because test results have been
misinterpreted. I can recall a young student who was wantilv, to do a Social Work
degree course and as then were four times as many applicants as there were places, tests
were used to screen out the applicants. The young man was screened out and advised to
do another course. He applied the following year and even though he passed (just
passed) all the subjects he anempted, he was not given a place. The same thing happened
the following year. However he kept trying for a place in social work and, as a result of
his persistence, he was told to see me. I was told to =wince him there was no place in
social work as his test results did not bode well for his future in a career in social work.
Houever, in the course of the interview, I found that despite his strong Australian accent
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he was, in fact, a Russian. No wonder he had poor test results since they had been

desipied fcs- Australians who had been educated in Australia. I made arrangements for

him to see one of our psychologists who was Russian and, as a result, we received test

scams that west more in keeping with the young man's cultural backgrcsind, and his

facility with the English language. He eventually completed his Social Weck degree.

Wimn we talk about intelligence we have to take into consideration the individuals'

enthusiasm for the task, thdr application and their diligence. Some of us have high

intelligence but don't use itox don't know how to use it. Others of us have considerably

less intelligerwe but we work to capacity. As an analogy consider two participants in a

car lace. If we put Jack Brabham, a world champion driver, into a very ordinary VW,

and a learner driver who has oily had three lessons, a kid with two left feet, into a very

fast Porsche and told them they had to race from Sydney to Brisbane, who do you think

would win? Probably it would be Jack Brabham because he would know how to get

every ounce of power from the mow by skilful driving, while our kid with all the power

would not Imow how to control it to best advantage.

The point of the analogy is - if you want to do something, work out what you have to do

so you ktiow how to mivate all your resources. That is motivate yourself. But, you

may ask, what is motivation? Motivatice refers to those factors that energise and regulate

behaviour directly toward achieving goals and satisfying needs. Again, this involves

planning what you want to do and focussing on the object and the strategies required to

achieve your objective.

Let us consider an example. Suppose you want to read fcc a BA in English Literature.

Your planning or research will tell you what is =wired, such as time commitmem to

study, travel, expenses for books and other materials, what is required in the readings

etc., your motivation f4x undenaking a degree - it may be a need or it may be just for the

sheer pleasure of reading and meeting a personal challenge.

Dennis Waitley sums this up in his book the 'Psychology of Winning'. Winning is not

about bang top of the pops or beating someone, it is about beating yourself. If you were

tenth last week then you are winning if you come eighth this week. You are winning

even if you came last, because you participated, you enjoyed the participation, the

activity. This is what winning is all about - self awareness, self esteem, self control, self

motivation, self expectancy, self image, self direction, self discipline, self dimension,

self projection.
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It is important for us to understand the difference between 'want' and 'need'. For

example, you may want a cup of coffee but you don't need it. You may not want to
drink water but you need to drink water. There are physiological demands such as the

need ftx water and food, rxi must have these. In the social scele you may want people

to like you bin you do not need them. It is important that we don't put too much into

wanting people to like and approve of us. For instance, I may want you to like me but I
do not wed you to like me. Why should I need your approval I did not know you 24
hours ago. It is the same as canparing yourself to other people. You should not put
yourself down. What you want to do is become a WINNER.

That all adds up to Winning. So if you want to do something don't be a proaastinator.
The answer to procrastination is - do it now.

'I am always longing to be with people more excellent than myself', Charles Lamb.

For those who want to become winners I would recommend that the second best thing to
listening to Ray Morland is to read the following book&

Wayne Dyer Your Erroneous Zones

Wayne Dyer You'll see it when you believe it

Maxwell Ittlakz Psycho-Cybernetics

Robert J McKain Flow to get to the top and stay there
Denis Waitley The Psychology of Winning.
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Normal aging and intelligence

Lazar Stankov

Realer

Department of Psychology

The University of Sydney

Sydney 2006

To a psychologist, the tem 'intelligence' has many different meanings. Virtually all
these meanings differ from the typical views of the lay persons. I prefer to use the term
'cognitive abilities' in my own work since this term conveys the idea that I am interested
in the study of individual differences - Le how successful a person was in doing
problem solving and logical thinking tasks of non-trivial difficulty. These tasks, we
know, are impwatit for predicting many aspects of behavicur in our everyday lives.

Fluid (Gf) and crystallized (Gc) abilities

Snidies of intelligence dining the past thirty years have established that there are two
broad types of important cognitive abilities - fluid (Gf) and crystallized (Gc).

Fluid abilities are used whenever a person tries to solve problems that do not depend on
extended education: non-verbal tests of intelligence and all those tests that employ
common words, letters, or numbers belong to this group. For example, in the Letter
Series test the person has to find the rule that is pluent in a series of letters and produce
the letter that continues this series. In the following series, ACEGI K, the next letter
should be M since the series consists of every second letter starting from the beginning of
the alphabet In the Matrices test, the problem is presented as a picture and the task is to
fill-in the vacant space. Thus, in Figure I* pattern number 6 completes the picture.

Qystallized abilities, on the other hand, depend heavily on fomial learning provided by
our sc h ool system. Good mimes of these abilities are Vocabulary tests in which one
has to explain the meaning of words or, say, find their synonyms. Another example of
crystallizal abilities is an Analogy test involving esoteric words: Three is to Triangle as
Five is to .? (Answer - Pentagon). It is unlikely that people who did not have much of
an education can be successful in performing these ldnds of tasks.

1 * See pages 67-68
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The distinction between fluid and crystallized intelligence is useful because, among other

things, it acknowledges the fact that there may be some people who have good minds

despite the fact that they terminated their formal schooling early.

Life.span changes in intelligence

The distinctim between fluid and crystallized abilities is particularly important for people

interested in changes in thinking that take place dming adulthood and old age. These

abilities show different developmital curves. It is established, for example, that

performance on fluid intelligence tasks starts declining after the age of twenty.

Crystallized intelligence, on the other hand, increases slowly or remains at the same level

until the age of 60 - 65. It needs to be emphasized that these are general trends and that

there are considerable individual differences in the rate of change. Figure 2 illustrates

these general trends in Gf and Gc:

It is important to note that, as a consequence of different ckvelopmental trends for Of and

Gc in an average person, the overall measure of general cognitive ability or intelligence

(labelled '0' in the diagram) remains relatively stable throughout the active working life.

Not shown in the diagram is the tendency for both Gc and 0 to decline after the age of

60 - 65.

In additice to the developmental curves for Gf and Gc, figure 2 also illustrates the

develornental trends in the effects that are assumed to influence these two types of

abilities. First of all, the physiological decline in the functionin of the central nervous

system starts in childhood and cumulates throughout the life span. By and large these

physiological changes are irreversible. Fluid abilities are affected by these changes.

Over the same period, our experiences in life and our general knowledge increase. This

accumulation of knowledge tends to increase the age-related changes in Ge abilities.

The trends I have outlined are rather general and they represent averages for tlw whole

population. Their are. however, considerable differences between individuals in life-

span development To illustrate, consider a recently collected set of data involving people

varying in age between early twenties and late eighties. [Most members of the oldest

group came from the Chifley chapter (Penrith) of U3A.1 The total number of people who

took part in this research was 164 and each individual who participated in this study is

reresented as a dot in the following two diagrams. Figure 3a is a plot of chronological

age and fluid intelligence (Of) scores. Figure 3b is a plot of age and crystallized

intelligence (Gc) scores. The shapes of the curves of best fit are very similar to the
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Waled curves from the preceding diagram. Notice, however, that even though a

relatively large proportion of the over the 60-year-olds score lower than the worst 20-

year-old on the Of tasks (Le. in figure 3a), there are several people in their seventies who

are better than the average 20-year-old person. As the diagrams show, people obviously

age at a different rate atx1 some old people are perkming no worse than people in their

twenties.

What mental processes are responsible for the decline in fluid
intelligence?

To a psycholoest, the description of the develmnental trends in the above major groups

of abilities is only the first step in an effort to understand the name of the issue in

question. The mat logical step involves searching for the possible causes of decline.

The current scientific thinking in psychology is based on the assumption that the actual

causes of decline will be found in the chemical reactions affecting tiv physiological basis

of mental functioning. For this reason, many people believe that biologists and

physicians, not psychologists, will ultimately provide us with significant clues about the

causes of decline in fluid abilities. Nt.venheless, prior to achieving understanding of the

physiological dimensions it is =essay to be mese specific in pinpointing the crucial

basic psychological processes within fluid intelligence that ate particularly prone to

decline. A list of all possible causes is rather long. I shall mention only three here.

I . Decline in senscry processes.

It has been proposed that the mason why elderly are less able than younger people in

solving the fluid intelligence tasks is due to the well-documented decline in peripheral

sensory processes, particularly those of vision and hearing. But this does not seem to

pmvide an accurate account of what happens during aging. Many studies that have

examined this possibility ate unanimous in showing that although both fluid abilities and

sensory processes decline throughout the life span, sensory processes are definitely not

the cause of imilectual decline, Ths simply means that one does not become stupid by

taking glasses or hearing aids off.

2. Mental speed.

It is commonly observed that older people have slower speed of reaction to various

environmental stimuli. This is obvious in everyday traffic situation& Because of this
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slowness in reaction times, some psychologists claim that the elderly are also slow in

their prowsses of thinking. They cannot provide good solutions to fluid intelligence

tasks because they are generally slow.

Opinions about the function of speed are currently divided. Some claim that the speed of

men al processing is a basic variable that can b: linked to physiological processes directly

- Le. that mental speed tens us about the rate of transmisskm of excitation thiough the

nervous system awl especially across the synapses. However, there are many problems

in linidng mental speed with abilities. For example, it is still being debated whether the

speed or psychomotor reactions that is impcstant for driving a car is of the same type as
the speed of thinking - it is possible that these two speeds are different kinds of mental

speed. Indeed, there may exist many ether different types of speed. Furthermore, if we

were to ask the highly intelligent people to tell us if their thinking processes are faster

than &inking processes of we ordinary mortals, it is likely that theiranswers will vary,
with many of them claiming that they do not think any faster than people of average

ability. In other words, it seems to be generally mw that people can think slowly and still

think effectively. The issues regarding the relationship between mental speed and
intelligence are being debated in tht literature today.

3. Attentional processes.

Most of the research on aging at the University of Sydney has focuses on the role of
attentional fa furs in the aging of fluid abilities. There are three major types of attentional
processes of interest to us here:

Concentration - the ability to perform relatively effortful tasks

accurately over prolonged periods of time;

Attendonal flexibility - the ability to switch attention in order to

facilitate the search for a better solution to an intellectual problem;

Selective attention - the ability to search quickly through a visual scene

and find a particular object (e.g. find all instances of letter '0' on a printed
page).

My assumption has been that people tend to lose their ability to solve fluid intelligence
tasks because, with age, they become less able to concentrate, to show attentional
flexbility, and to select a panicular target from among a large number of distracting
stimuli an- ti my studies was designed to investigate this assumption; the results of
which are presented in Figure 4.
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We can see that Gf (the line with the boxed symbol at the end) shows the same general
trtuid as that present in the previous diagrams - i.e. a consistent decline after the age of
twenty. The other thite marked lines in the diagram show the decline in fluid abilities
when we control fix (Le.. statistically panial-out) the effects ci the three awntional
factors. The msjor point is that the decline in fluid abilities virtually disappeam when the
effect of anentional factca is taken into account There ate, of course, other possible
causes of decline some of which are currently being studies in our laboratory.

What can be done to arrest the decline in fluid abilities?

Our work implies that elderly could be helped in maintaining their thinking skills if we
wett to find ways of maintaining attentions' processes at the level characteristic of the
younger adults. Is that possible? The honest answer is: we do not know. Perhaps at
some futme time we shall have a drug or a dietary regime which will arrest the decline in
attentional processes. Searching for this drug will be the task of biological and chemical
sciences. Psychologists, however, are not skilled in chemistry and they tend to know
precicus little about biology. Is there anything behavkiural in nature that we can offer?
Unfortunately, at this stage, we can offer only general advice.

Our results with attentions' flexibility and selective attention (and indirixtly with
concentration) indicate that older people have trouble focussing on the intellectual task
because they cannot ignore the aspects of the situation that are irrelevant. In other words,
they get distracted too easily by the unimportant aspects. Another feature of the
person's approach to problem solving is the tenderwy to be vety cautious in providing the
answers, even if the answer is obviously comet. Younger people perhaps act on
impulse, quickly, and trust their intuitions to a larger extent than do the elderly. These
two features - the inability to ignore irrelevancies and a tendency to be over-cautious -
may be at least in part due to attitudes that are attributed to the elderly by the culture. For
example, being 'old and wise' is sometimes identified with the lack of spontaneity and
with careful and conscientious weighting of the alternatives. If this is indeed what
happeas, perhaps we can allow ourselves to relax and act in an intuitive and impulsive
way and stop worrying about appearing irresponsible cri occasions.

Fmally, the message from our work and also from the wolk of otherpsychologists is that
activity, both mental and physical activity, Ls most important. If we can develop the habit
of constantly using our minds !tither than exposing (=selves to mindless activities (such
as some TV watching), we will enjoy a fuller and longer life.
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Comparison of common disease prevalence rates in people over
60 years of age from Beijing and a selected rural area.

Li Ning-hua et al, Beijing Institute of Getiattics, Minister of Public Health,

Beijing 10073.
* Tong Thi-fu, The Institute of Epidemiology and Micmbiology, Chinese Academy

of Preventive Medicine, 10# Tian Tan Xi li, Beijing 100050.

Since the well being of the elderly is of interest to increasing numbers of people (not

merely to the elderly themselves) this study was conducted to determine the distribution

of common diseases among people over 60 years of age.

Method

1. Subjects of die study

An urban community in Beijing containing 10103 men was selected by objective

sampling. The elderly accounted fcr 10.8% of the population; 1740 were men over 60

years of age. The selected rural community contairwd 17 000 men. Mx elderly accounted

for 6.5% of the population; 1100 were men over 60 years of age. The subjects fcc

examination were selected through stratified sampling. Among the elderly, 446 cases in

th6 city and 514 cases in the rural community were examined.

2. Examination items

A questionnaire was designed which included nanx, sex, birthday, marital status,

education, health status and complaint Physical examinadon and laboratory test were

conducted.

Findings

1. General condition

There were significant differences between the urban and rural community within sex,

occupation, education and marital stams (p <0.01 or 0.05). No significance was found

in age distribution.

* Tong Zhi-b was delayed in transit to Austialia. This is an edited version of the paper Dr Tong was to
have ptesented.
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2. Comparison of common disease prevalence rates between urban and rural areas

Because of sex differences, we calculated sex-specific morbidity rates. Tlx results

showed the three highest prevalence rates in the city to be hypertension (36.25%), senile

cataract (32.92%) and coronary heart disease (19.79%). For the ruml community the

results were senile cataract (56.46%), hypenension (25.83%) and deafness (25%). The

deviatimi of prevalence rates for aU diseases except diabetes mellitus, chronic bronchitis

and anemia wen: significant (p < 0.05 or 0.01) between urban and rural communities.

See Table 1.

3. Comparison of common diseases age-specific prevalence rates between urban and

rural areas

In both the 60 and over, and 70 and over age groups tile deviation of hypertenon,

=unary diseases, cerebro-vascular diseases, senile cataract ami deafness between urban

and rural conununity was significam. However, in the 80 and over age group a

significant difference was found only with senile cataract and deafness. See Table 2.

From this study it can be seen that the piimary chronic conditions for the elderly in China

are hypertersion, coronary heart diseases, senile cataract and deafness. About 40% of

the elderly suffer from hypertension. Other studies show this to be related to factors like

the amount of salt consumed, smoking etc.

In order to improve quality of life, it is important that not only physical disease is cured,

but also those factors which are associated with continued independence of the elderly.

For example, eyesight and heating problems should also be addressed. The elderly who

live in the rural community have more functional deficits of eyesight and hearing

compared with the ones who live in the city. The mccbidity of cardiovascular diseases is

much higher in the city than in the mral community. However, the resolution of these

problems involves access to medical ser4ves and financial support.

The younger elderly suffered from more cardiovascular diseases than the older ones. The

priority for this group, especially those who live in the city, is health care directed

towards minimising cardiovascular iimses.
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How to use rae media

Liz McLaughlin

Regjecal Adult Education Officer

PO Box 1481

Bathurst 2795

In older to set up U3A in your area you will need the suppc41 of your kral community

and opinion leaders, one of which is the media. It is impcoant to develop a good

relationship with the media as they are a vital source ef information for the public you are

tying to attract. you need the media on side because it is the most effective way to attract

members and promote the existence and activities of U3A. So how do you do it?

How to contact the media

Find ow the names of key personnel in your local media.

Newspapers, radio, TV, magazines, newsletters, community noticeboards - who is the

most appnapriate person to contact? In the case of metropolitan media groups you will

wed to fmd specific infmmation such as names, addresses and phone numbers of the

persons dedgnated for each service. In the case of country media groups usually the

editor or news reackr is the best person to contact.

U3A wants its news presented in a favourable way and the news media wants

infcenation that will interest their readers. So, you have to think about which form of

umdia would be most interested your story. For example, if there is visual potential in

your story then it would be appx ixiate to cartact TV, if it is a news information such as

whaes on, the newspaper diary should be your choice.

First you must get out and meet the media. Let them know who you are, who you

represent etc. You may not have any informationistoty to give them at this point and that

is OK. Let them know how and where they can contact you. You must work hard to

develop this relationship as it can make or break your publicity activities.
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2. Understand the media

Page 72

Know the people, their titles and their names and spell them correctly. Understand how
the various sectors of the media work and, in particular, their deadliwas.

If you happen to be talking to an afternoon daily paper don't call them at 2.00 pm,
make sure you call them early in the morning.
If you are contacting radio news, never call them on the hour or half hour.
Magazines need to be contacted at least 3 months in advance. Check the lead tines as
they vary.

Be accessible. Always have someone from your U3A group available. Give them
after hours numbers to contact. Remember media hours are not always regular
waiting hours.

3. How do you generate giAod media relations?

Be straight - never lie, be accurate. It's your own integrity and the credibility of U3A
that will be remembered.

Give service. Work with the media, provide them with all the information they need,
undersyind their deadlines and 'resent the information in the correct fonn. You've got
a good product so believe in it

Never beg. If the information you have is not not newsworthy don't bother
journalists with it.

Do not ask for stories to be withdrawn.

Do not flood the media by constantly sending material to them.
Remember, there is no such thing as 'off the record'.

4 . How to respond when they come to you for Wormation

Select an appropriate spokesperson. Try and be consistent in order to develop an
identity.

Prepare possible questions.

. How to prepare for a TV interview

The following simple hints can considerably enhance your presentation on TV.
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How to use the media

Clothing

Colours are fine but nothing too busy

Stripes are out for men

Avoid extremes

Not too much makeup

Shoes should always be a dark colour

Page 73

General

Remember TV is a visual medium so think about eye contact

Talk to the reporter, make sure you feel canfortable, ask what the shot looks like,

what angle etc.

If you get a difficult question take a few minutes to compose your thoughts and

then answer

Think about tone of voicelmannerisms etc as it is not only what you say but how

you say it (This is important for radio as well)

Talk slowly

Avokl using jargon

Never undezestimate the intelligence of your =hence or overestir their

knowledge

If a repater asks a direct question. givt- a dizect answer.

Most importantly - be yourself

What do you give the media?

A news release - remember it is about NEWS

Rules of information giving - Who What When Where Why and HOW. You must

give the impatant facts in the fast paragraph so that it can stand on its own if that is all

they decide to print. (This style is good for newspaper but feature magazines often

require a mare descriptive lead. Then you have more wportunity to be creative.)

Date
Timing

Cott= for further infamation
Headline. (Optional but it helps to draw attention.)

Speak in the present tense because past tense is old news.

Do not put dw names of your organisation in capitals because it tends to look like an

advertising hachure

Always circulate a copy of your news releases to your committees etc so that they are

I in touch with what you are saying on behalf of the organisation.
-
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. What is news?

The following items may be newsworthy.

New U3A groups

Oldest U3A student

New courses

Details of innovative courses

8. Photographs

Page 74

Must be newsy, good quality and interesting (e.g. action photos, people in the classes
making something. Shots of people sitting arourxl are not very interesting.)
Portraits need to show good fwial expression
It is worthwhile to take sane photos to have on hand or, better still, get a professional
photographer to take some.
Remember black and white photos for newspapets
Don't send photos to radiofTV and if you work with colour magazines try and get
colour transparencies

Remember to put some cardboard in with photos when sending them so they do not
bend

Caption photos and identify everyone in the picture
Use glossy photos
Do not use paper clips cc staples on photos
Do not write captions on the back in pen, texta etc
Do not ask far plKnos to be returned

. Developing a media plan

Planning is very important for a successful publicity campaign. The most effective plans
incorporate all forms ofmedia. Try and evaluate your publicity efforts. When people
contact you ask how they found out about U3A and keep a tally. Look at how much
space you get in the media and where they place your story.

10. What else can you do for publicity?

Shopping centre displays

Use community notice boards
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Use community announcements on radio

Public speaking to formal organisations e.g.. Lions, Rotary, Apex

Submit articles to other organisation's newsletters.
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The focus of this workshop session is the process of planning a course and sessions
within that course.

How can you present a course successfully? Before you start, you must ask yourself the
following:

I . Do I know what I am talking about? Do I haveenough knowledge? Can I answer
tricky questions?

2. Do I have effectivepresentation sidlls?
3 . Will the audiaice be interested? Always consider the needs of your audience.

Audiences from U3A may not be interested in 'Heavy metal bands of the 1970s'.

Once you have decided that you would like to conduct a course then you must plan.

Planning a course

When planning a course you must consider-

I . Naming the course - be specific
Objectives

Mjectives should specify the information and concepts to be karned, the skills to
be developed, etz

Objectives should be realistic and precise and when writing them you must
consider the interests and aptinide of the participants

3. Needs of the participants

What do the participants want to hear? You must meet their needs and interests.
Participants in U3A courses are seeking personal development, skill development,

enrichment and satisfaction of social needs
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Content

Consider specifie content

Consider your experience, time and objectives (You may know a lot about a

particular topic, but your time is limited - be selective)

Arrange units in proper ender

Organise the teaching phin or course outli:::

5. Equipment and facilities

6. Most appropriate methods of instruction for each part of the lesson -

lecture/discussion/group work, etc

L.eaming activities for participants

Learning activities stwuld be appropriate and effective

8. Resource materials

You must select and prepare instructional material - visual aids, reference books,

films, charts, overhead transparencies - and know how to use them

9. Method of evaluation

10. Times, dates and locations

Once you have considered these 10 factors, it is time to construct a course outline.

Course outlines

The next step is to develop a planning structure for your course. One good way of doing

this is to draw a series of small boxes in which you write a few a the main things to be

covaed in each session. The structure acts as an outline to help you organise your ideas

into a suitable sequence and into topics. It is an organisational franzwork only and

should be seen as a guide rata' than a !Iasi and fast schedule to which you must adhere.

Many factors will likely emerge which will suggest flexibility in your organisational

framework. Some of the more obvious are;

timing is never accurate

flops

interruptions

digressions.

As a U3A tutor you need to 'go with the group' and develop its interests. Be flexible.

You don't have to follow a syllabus.
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Once you have a basic outline of your course the next step in the planning process is

planning individual sessions.

Session outlines

A course is comprised of a series of sessions and it is the sessions which are important..

A session outline should include:

Session name

Session Objectives

Main points of content

Ixaming activities

Key questions

Resources

Conclusion

Assessment none - no formal tests

Feedback - did the audience look bend? did they ask qr:mtions?

Planning and presenting a session

When planning and msenting a session you must consider:

Rationale

Why do you want to present a session?

To share knowledge and experience

rve always wanted to present a session

I want a new experience

etc.

Audience

You must consider the audience- content and level of language must be relevant

otherwise nxmbers of the audience will switch off

Preparation

Planning is essential Why?

objectives

knowledge/research if necessary

logical introduction/body/conclusion
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Presentation

Delivery is very important. You may be an expert with all the background knowledge

but you may fail because of your presentation. You won't effectively impart

knowledge if you are boring or if you mumble.

You should undentand the communication process and the importance of listening

and feedback

You must consider your 'body language', especially eye-contact

You must consider your public speaking skills

Use teaching aids where possible (music, pictures, charts etc.)

You should vary your teaching strategies

You must 'include' your audience. Participation is vital in U3A classes

You must nxnivate. This also is important with U3A classes

You must make your sessionitalk interesting and enjoyable and maintain the

participants' enthusiasm

Objective

Course objective. This is the overall aim of the course ie., what you want the

participants to know, understand, be aware of, or be able to do at the completion of

the course.

Session objective. This is what you want the participants too know, understand, be

aware of, or be able to do as a result of a particula session.

Learning objectives. These are what the participants will need to do so they can

achieve the session objectives.

Resoutces

People remember 20% of what they hear and 80% of what they see

Participants are important resources, pude: d'arly adults with their experience,

knowledge and skills
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Teaching strategies

Vary your approach becate there are good and bad things about each teaching
technique.

Lectures are great for getting infonnation across but easily become boring.
Brainstmming sessions elicit ideas quickly but hinder in-depth discussion
Discussions.= be run with whole groups or with several small groups at the
same time

Simulation games anAi role plays are interesting arxi glve rise to sound learning
experiences

Case studies often have very high impact
Excursions

Involvement. Aim to include everyone. Participation is vely important. Allow
participants to direct segments

Develop effective questioning techniques toencourage audience to ask questions
Use positive reinforcement and praise to inarase participation
Be positive yourselklreate a climate of acceptance
}lave an attractive andcomfortable learning envinxtment
Remember that participants in the U3A are highly motivated but will 'vote with their
feet' if the learning experience is not interesting personally stimulating.

Perhaps you noticed that tim beenning letter of each step in the Planning and Presentation
section spelt the word RAPPORT. This is a key word. You need to develop mutual
mist and respect and atablish a good relationship with participants. You must have
empathy and understand the participants' perspectives.

Your personality is a major factor - be yourself - be friendly.

Once you have a good learning environment and established a good relationship with the
course participants, the rest is easy

Evaluation

You must evaluate throughout each session and, throughout the course, you must be
responsive to the participants at all times.

Body language is a good indicator, or comments
Ask yourself 'have I achieved what I set out to do in my objectives? Am I maintaining
the participants' interest and enthusiastn?'
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Remember that despite your knowledge and skills you should always aim to develop

an interesting course and to present interesting and enjoyable sessions. They are

social as well as learning expetiences

Last year, the best feedback I could have received was when a lady commented 'we love

coming to your class because we enjoy it so much'.
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